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Summary
In oil exploration, changes in soil depth or thickness of a rock are indicators for the 
presence of the so called "seismic horizons" that identify the possible presence of 
oil. The data concerned are obtained by making measurements at randomly dis­
tributed sparse points. It is of interest to reconstruct the full model of the surface of 
the rock or the terrain, from the knowledge of the few sparse data points. This re­
construction cannot be aclrieved by using ordinary interpolation methods, as these 
methods assume that the reconstructed surface is smooth, histead, a fractal prior 
model for the terrain has to be assumed. A constraint fractal formation then fol­
lows, with the constraints being the data points available. The dimension of the 
fractal used is inferred from the data points that are available, on the basis of the 
assumption tliat a fractal model applies and from the fact that a fractal exhibits the 
same properties at all scales.
Several tools for the creation of artificial fractals of varying degrees of roughness 
are used to give a wide range of data for the reconstruction experiments. A tool 
to measme the fractal dimension of a surface, or a set of sparse data points, is an 
important part of the reconstruction process. Several methods of fractal dimension 
measurement are developed and thoroughly tested with many different surfaces. 
Hre reliability of the dimension calculation and how this changes with different 
levels of sparsity is investigated.
Both tools are then modified to enable the production and measiuement of anisotropic 
fractals — fractals with different levels of rouglmess in different directions. These 
sorts of fractal surfaces have received little or no attention in the literature and frac­
tal reconstructions using prior knowledge of the anisotropy have not been done 
before.
Several different versions of the fractal reconstruction method are developed and 
the control of the dimension of the reconstructed svuface is carefully investigated. 
Example reconstructions are then presented, using both artificial and real fractals. 
The subsamplmg of the data is performed both at random and in regular patterns 
and the reconstruction is forced to extrapolate from as well as interpolate between
the data points.
Finally the reconstruction method is modified to incorporate knowledge of any 
anisotropy in the fractal surface. The method is tested on both real and artificial 
data and shows significant advantages over the regular isotropic reconstruction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to use "constrained fractals" to reconstruct natural terrain 
from a sparse set of height data points. With sparse data, surface reconstruction 
involves filling in tlie gaps in the data witli values as close as possible to the real 
missing values.
Most methods of surface reconstruction aim to satisfy some given smoothness con­
straint. For example, if the noise is assiuned to be additive Gaussian and the 
smooümess constraint is that of minimum local gradient magnitude, we have die 
"membrane" reconstruction obtained by minimising an appropriate energy fimc- 
tion. If the constraint is that of minimum local curvature, then a "thin plate" recon­
struction is produced.
However, these sorts of constraint would give an unnatrual appearance to a re­
constructed surface. The smdace would be far too smooth, displaying none of the 
rough, random texture characteristic of natural terrain. This is because the mem­
brane or tliin plate models are not appropriate models for land surface. Less im­
portantly, the noise model may also be not of the right type for remotely-sensed 
data.
A model suitable for describing natural surfaces is based on Mandelbrot's fractal 
geometry [31]. In particular, fractional Brownian motion produces surfaces ("frac­
tals") tliat show the same statistical characteristics over a range of scales — Üiis 
stochastic self-similarity being a property observed in natural terrain. Fractal sur-
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faces are characterised by their fractal dimension, which has been shown to corre­
spond closely to our perception of roughness [40].
Fractals have been used widely in computer graphics to generate realistic-looking 
images of landscape. There are several methods of producing these fractal sur­
faces, representing different approximations to fractional Brownian motion. Voss 
[601 describes the different methods, which include independent cuts, fast Fourier 
filtering, random midpoint displacement and successive random additions. The 
surfaces generated with these methods look realistic, but they are random — it is 
not possible to constrain the surfaces to go through, or pass near observed eleva­
tion data. Attempts have been made to constrain the surface by starting with a 
given set of points (which must fall on a regular grid) and running the midpoint 
displacement method from there [12,65]. However this method gives fractals with 
visible artifacts, which are the result of the non-stationary approximation to frac­
tional Brownian motion. These artifacts are particularly visible on surfaces and 
cannot be removed by smoothing.
Constrained fractals attempt to combine the shape control of the deterministic 
shape fitting methods and the realistic detail of the fractal generation methods. The 
technique involves using a régularisation method to do the surface interpolation, 
with the addition of some controlled Gaussian noise at each step of the iteration. 
Szeliski has shown [50] that this is equivalent to introducing a fractal prior to the 
Bayesian model of the problem. The result is a surface that is consistent with the 
given elevation data, but which also displays random fractal variations, giving the 
appearance of natural terrain.
The main goal of this thesis is to produce a set of routines that can calculate the frac­
tal dimension of some sparse data from a natural landscape, then reconstruct the 
terrain in such a way that the interpolated data have fractal detail of the same di­
mension. In order to achieve this there are several separate tasks to perform. Quick 
and efficient testing requires the availability of many fractal surfaces of different 
sizes and known fractal dimensions. Therefore chapter 3 looks at three methods 
of fractal surface generation. Ultimately real data will have to be used, but arti­
ficial data have the advantages of allowing us to explore many different aspects
of the various methodologies pertaining to surfaces for wliich the "groimd truth" 
is available and to surfaces which may be of chosen roughness. After this exhaus­
tive evaluation of the various techniques proposed with the help of simulated data, 
real terrain data supplied by BG Technology will be used to see how the proposed 
methods perform witli them.
With data to work on the next step — covered in chapter 4 — is to develop a method 
of recovering tlie fractal dimension of a surface. One method uses the power spec­
trum of the elevation model of a surface. However, a more appropriate method for 
calculating the fractal dimension of a surface is one that can deal with sparse data 
points given over an irregular grid. Such a method is also explored in chapter 4, 
and matches the observed differences in heights and separations of pairs of points 
and fits them to the fractal model.
The final part of the process is the fractal reconstruction. Chapter 5 looks first at 
normal surface interpolation and then gives a first implementation of a version 
that adds fractal detail during the reconstruction. Chapter 6 evaluates in detail the 
performance of the methods discussed in chapter 5. One major drawback of fractals 
is that Üiey are isotropic. However, real terrain may be anisotropic and what is 
more, any such anisotropy is very significant geologically. It is the anisotropy tliat 
allows the geologist to draw conclusions about, for example, the possible presence 
of oü and gas deposits. So, any terrain interpolation method, if it is to be of any use 
to applications like the search for oü and gas reserves, has to be able to capture and 
retain any existing anisotropy in the reconstructed surface. Chapter 7 is devoted to 
a first attempt towards the solution of such a problem.
Finally chapter 8 presents my conclusions and discusses possible future develop­
ments of the work. Chapter 2 covers previous work that has been done in the 
different subject areas.
The originality of this thesis rests on many points;
The fractal methods proposed by Szeliski [50] and Arakawa and Krotkov [1] are 
thoroughly evaluated and tlieir applicability to fractals of various degrees of rough­
ness and rates of subsampling is investigated (chapter 6).
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Two variations of the multiresolution method of Arakawa and Krotkov are pro­
posed and their performance is compared with the original method (chapter 5).
The fractal interpolation method is modified to produce anisotropic fractals that 
can be of real use in the oil industry (chapter 7).
Chapter 2
Literature survey
2.1 Surface interpolation
Surface interpolation has been the subject of a great deal of research, thanks to its 
important role in a number of low-level computer vision problems. The common 
factor in these problems is that other low-level vision processes often generate scat­
tered information that needs to be interpolated to give information at all points in 
the image. Taking this sparse information a surface interpolation technique aims 
to find the most likely values for the missing data points, giving a best guess at the 
complete full resolution image of the scene.
The problem is constrained by the need for the solution surface to fall close to 
the data points. However, many different surfaces could satisfy this constraint 
and the reconstruction problem is ill-posed. This means the existence of solutions 
camiot be guaranteed witlrout the addition of more constraints. This problem is 
solved by introducing a smoothness constraint on the reconstructed surface, thus 
Limiting the range of possible solutions. This is an example of régularisation, a 
teclmique that was first described by Tikhonov [56,57]. Applying régularisation to 
vision problems, a single-level iterative algorithm for surface reconstruction was 
developed by Crimson [15,16], using a variation function to express tlie quality of 
a given solution surface. With this fimctional, an optimisation algorithm can then 
find the best interpolated surface. The quadratic nature of the fimction means there 
is a definite local minimum. Theoretical justification for the introduction of the
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smoothness constraint was given by Poggio and Torre [42], who formally described 
the solution of the ill-posed early vision processes using régularisation theory
The single level algorithm converges to the solution extremely slowly. This is be­
cause the algorithm is very local in nature and as a result the constraints take 
many iterations to be propagated over a large image. Terzopoulos [53] extends 
the algorithm to work at a range of different resolutions, with the solution at each 
stage being passed back and forth between the different levels to give solutions at 
each. The resulting multilevel algorithm allows the constraints to propagate much 
faster thanks to the coarser levels, greatly improving the speed of convergence. 
Terzopoulos also expresses the problem in terms of surface splines [46]. The first 
and second order cases can be interpreted physically as a membrane and a thin 
plate respectively [6]. Terzopoulos choose the thin plate spline model as the best 
smoothness constraint.
hi [50] Szeliski formulates the régularisation problem in terms of a Bayesian mod­
elling framework. This statistical description of the problem (first laid out in detail 
by Jeffreys in [17]) combines a prior model of the world and its properties and a 
sensor model of the stochastic process involved in collecting the data. Bayes rule 
combines these two to give a posterior probabüity for the current estimate, which 
in this case is a surface. A detailed description of the use of Bayesian models with 
régularisation can be found in MacKay [28].
Often when using interpolated data it is necessary to have a measure of the un­
certainty in the new values. A probabilistic analysis of régularisation is performed 
by Keren and Werman in [20], including a brief survey of other approaches. This 
problem is also solved by Szeliski in [50].
Another problem with the standard régularisation method is that the smoothness 
constraints are global. This means that any discontinuities in the depth or orienta­
tion of the surface wiQ be lost in the uniformly smooth reconstruction. A type of 
spline that allows for discontinuity is the spline under tension [47]. Terzopoulos 
in [54] uses a blend of the membrane and thin plate splines to create a controUed- 
continuity spline which can solve régularisation problems where there are known 
discontinuities.
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The location of the discontinuities is more likely to be unknown, which results 
in tlie problem becoming once again ül-posed. Stevenson et al [48] describes a 
technique for incorporating discontinuities into the reconstruction problem while 
maintaining a well-posed and well-conditioned system.
Miyajima and Mukawa [36] present a discontinuity-preserving reconstruction method 
that uses a smoothness map. This is represented by an array of régularisation pa­
rameters, and it enables discontinuities to be preserved according to the global 
shape as well as tlie local features.
An alternative to the multigrid metliod of Terzopoulos [53] for speeding the rate 
of convergence of the surface interpolation problem is the hierarchical basis fimc- 
tion method of Szeliski [51]. This method uses conjugate gradient decent and a 
liierarchical (multiresolution) set of basis fmictions and gives a similar speed-up 
to that of the multigrid methods. It is also claimed that this metliod is easier to 
implement and works in cases where multigrid may fail. Szeliski suggests tliat liis 
choice of hierarcliical basis fmictions (polynomials) could be replaced by wavelets. 
This suggestion is followed by Yaou and Chang in [641. Another implementation 
of wavelets for surface interpolation is given by Pentland in [41].
Mizutani [37] introduces a new smootlmess measure to the standard régularisation 
problem, using a continuous order differential operator. Tliis generalised opera­
tor is used to replace the membrane and thin plate energies as a measure of the 
smoothness of tlie reconstructed surface.
Another multiscale algorithm for solving the régularisation problem is described 
by Luettgen et al in [26]. A different formulation of the prior model smoothness 
term allows problems requiring smooth solutions to be solved with a non-iterative 
algorithm. This gives faster solutions and better scaling of performance as the res­
olution is increased.
Rabadi et al [43] presents an iterative algoritlim that uses the Foiuier transform of 
the image to provide a better first guess at the solution. The iteration then uses a 
multilevel pyramid structure. It is claimed that these allow the method to avoid 
possible stagnation and give a better chance of finding the global minimum, rather 
than a local one.
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Szeliski's method is adapted by Goshtasby for 3D scene recovery in [14]. Using 
an alternative surface reconstruction method, rational Gaussian surfaces, results 
are demonstrated for smooth reconstructions as both surfaces, 3D shapes and 3D 
cylinders.
The régularisation methods involves the minimisation of an energy functional which 
is a weighted sum of a data compatibility term and a smoothness term. Keren 
and Werman [21] look at the relative weigh assigned to these terms and present 
a method for finding the optimal weights. This is achieved using a Bayesian ap­
proach.
2.2 Fractals
Mandelbrot's fractal geometry [31] appears to describe a number of basic physical 
processes and patterns, such as the shape of a cloud or a mountain or the path taken 
by lightning. Being able to describe them also allows one to create "forgeries" of 
them. Mandelbrot models natural terrain using fractional Brownian motion, which 
is an extension of the classical Brownian motion found in physics. The roughness 
of the surfaces is controlled by the fractal dimension.
Pentland [401 looks at the use of fractional Brownian motion to describe natural 
scenes. He suggests two methods of calculating the fractal dimension of a fractal 
and of an image of that fractal; using the difference statistics of the fractal func­
tion, or through its Fourier power spectrum. He then uses the fractal dimension 
measurement to perform segmentation of images of real-world scenes.
Yokoya et al. [651 present a method of extracting fractal-based features from a 
terrain map, including the fractal dimension, based on the difference statistics 
method. Other techniques for calculating fractal dimensions are the box-counting 
method [23] and the covering blanket method [38].
Wornell and Oppenheim suggest another way of measuring the fractal dimension 
[631 that uses wavelets. Fractional Brownian motion is modelled using Daubechies 
wavelets. This same approach is also taken by Deriche and Tewfik [71 and Flandrin 
[111. Kaplan [181 does the same thing, except using wavelets with the Haar basis
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to improve the performance where there are few data values. Fleguth and Willsky 
[9] use a multiscale tree to model the fractional Brownian motion behaviour within 
tlie wavelet framework, placing the emphasis on getting the most likely estimate 
rather tlian getting the best model of fractional Brownian motion in the model
Peh [391 calculates the fractal dimension using a method based on the covering 
blanket. This is used on images of scenes to pick out objects, given that natural and 
man-made objects will generally have very different fractal properties.
As well as the roughness, Mandelbrot describes another property of fractals that 
may be varied and measured; "lacmiarity". This measures the size of the gaps 
in a a fractal, and is described in chapter 34 of [311. hi [32] Mandelbrot describes 
the problem of random artificial fractal landscapes having an unnatural-looking 
number of large creases and the failiue to include river networks. [321 presents 
some possible solutions to these problems.
Several methods of approximating fractional Brownian motion are described by 
Voss [60] and Saupe [45]. Both describe the popular and fast midpoint displace­
ment method and also the spectral syntliesis method, which is slower, but is a 
better approximation to fractional Brownian motion. Fournier et al. [121 investi­
gate just the midpoint displacement method. All the methods take a value for the 
fractal dimension and use random niunbers to create a randomly-shaped surface 
with die desired roughness.
Krueger et al. [24] evaluate four methods for generating one-dimensional fractional 
Brownian motion: displaced interpolation, wliich is a development of midpoint 
displacement by Saupe [451, spectral synthesis, Karhunen-Loeve-like wavelet ex­
pansion [621, and sampled fractional Brownian motion [271. He tlien finds the frac­
tal dimensions of these signals using three metliods. Spectral linear regresssion 
[40], multiresolution energy estimation [29] and maximiun likelihood estimation 
[27]. It is fomid tliat the measurements have "reasonable accuracy", except when 
the analysis and synthesis routines make different assmnptions, such as using spec­
tral linear regression on the displaced interpolation data.
Reed et al. [441 and Flandrin [101 look at the question of defining the power spec­
trum of fractional Brownian motion. Much work, including the spectral synthesis
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method of generating fractal terrain, depends on the power spectrum of fractional 
Brownian motion, which as a non-stationary process cannot have a spectrum de­
fined in the usual way. Reed et al. [441 define a spectral representation that extends 
to n-dimensions.
Fractional Brownian motion uses only one parameter — the fractal dimension — 
to describe a fractal surface. This is obviously insufficient to describe aU types of 
terrains. Amongst the faÜings of these fractals are they have the same fractal be­
haviour over all scales, whereas real world surfaces are fractal over only a limited 
scale, and then not always with the same fractal dimension. Real terrain is also 
often anisotropic, unlike fractional Brownian motion surfaces. Lewis [251 describes 
some of the problems with the simple fractional Brownian motion method and pro­
duces a modified displacement method called generalised stochastic subdivision. 
This avoids the artifacts present in other subdivision methods and enables gener­
alisation to different power spectrums.
Klinkenberg and Goodchild [22] use seven methods of calculating the fractal prop­
erties of a large sample of real surfaces. They find these to vary widely between 
surfaces. Some are not described well by the fractal model at aU, while others are. 
Dierking [8] looks at different geological terrains from roughness profiles and syn­
thetic aperture radar images. The roughness of these surfaces is then analysed and 
compared to a stationary random roughness model and to a fractal model. It is 
found that some surfaces — such as arid terrains — are weU defined by the sim­
ple random method, while others require the more complex fractal model fractal 
model.
In an attempt to model the extra complexity of real terrain, Kaplan and Kuo [191 
introduce the extended self-similar model, giving a scale dependent random struc­
ture. This model is then used for measuring the fractal properties and for generat­
ing random fractals.
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2.3 Fractal reconstruction
The reconstruction methods described previously take no account of the special 
fractal nature of surfaces such as natural terrain and the fractal generation tech­
niques described in tlie previous section produce purely random fractal surfaces. 
A fractal reconstruction aims to produce an interpolated surface that displays the 
same sort of rough, fractal properties as the sparse data points that we are given.
In [651 Yokoya et al. calculate the fractal properties of a surface and use them to 
produce a fractal reconstruction using a modified version of the midpoint displace­
ment method. The data points are held fixed and tlie gaps are filled in the same way 
as a random midpoint displacement fractal is generated.
A different approach was taken by Szeliski and Terzopoulos [521. Instead of taking 
a fractal generation technique and adapting it to do a reconstruction, Szeliski and 
Terzopoulos adapted a metliod of reconstruction — régularisation — to produce 
fractals. Szeliski places this fractal reconstruction technique in a Bayesian frame­
work [501 and uses the Gibbs sampling technique [131 to select a random solution 
from the probability distribution. However, Szeliski only describes an imprecise 
way of controlling the roughness of the reconstructed surface by using different 
blends of tlie membrane and tliin plate models at die different resolution levels.
Arakawa and Krotkov [1,2] use die same mediod but add a more precise control of 
the fractal dimension dirough the manipidation of both the model blends and the 
"temperature" parameter. They also test the reconstructions widi some real data 
[2].
Vemiui and Radisavljevic [591 adapt the method to work with 3D surfaces (us­
ing the "deformable superquadrics" of Terzopoulos and Metaxas [55]) and use 
a wavelet modelling scheme[29]. The wavelets can be used to control the sur­
face roughness, and also improve the convergence speed of the algorithm. Tliis 
teclmique is adapted for use widi terrain data in [58]. A preconditioner with die 
wavelet basis and a new conjugate gradient-based Gibbs sampler is used to find 
the solution.
A refinement of the subdivision methods is presented by Mandai et. al. in [301.
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Based on the successive random additions method of fractal generation, it starts 
from an arbitrary mesh and fills in more fractal detail using a "butterfly" subdivi­
sion algorithm.
An alternative to a fractional Brownian motion based interpolation is an iterated 
function system. Previously used mostly in one-dimensions [3,5,4], these provide 
a method of interpolating between data points without the implied smoothness 
constraints of a fractional Brownian motion technique. This has been extended to 
two-dimensional fractal interpolation by Massopust [34,351 and Wittenbrink [61].
Chapter 3
Tools for fractal generation
In computer grapliics applications, there are several popular metliods for generat­
ing fractal landscapes. This section describes the implementation of three of these 
methods; Random midpoint displacement, successive random additions, and the 
fast Fourier transform method. Random midpoint displacement is the simplest 
method which is computationally fast at the expense of mathematical accuracy. 
Successive random additions is a very similar method, introducing more computa­
tions to improve the approximation to fractional Brownian motion. The fast Fourier 
transform method is more computationally expensive, but gives a very accurate 
approximation to fractional Brownian motion. This means that it produces fractal 
surfaces without the visible artifacts associated with tire other two methods.
There are several reasons for looking at the existing methods for fractal landscape 
generation. An important tool for the project is a method of calculating fractal 
dimension of a given surface. Therefore surfaces of known fractal dimension are 
necessary for testing the quality of the estimates produced by various different 
methods. Surfaces of known dimension will also be required for testing the surface 
interpolation. The generated surfaces can be sub-sampled to give an input for the 
interpolating routine, wliich wiU then be used to recover the original. Any method 
will be evaluated by comparing its output with the original full stuface, wliich will 
serve as the "ground truth."
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3.1 Fractional Brownian motion
Natural terrain can be simulated by Mandelbrot's fractal geometry because it is 
statistically invariant over a wide range of scales and each part of the surface is 
statistically similar to all others. The model that best describes such a shape is frac­
tional Brownian motion [33]. This is an extension of the classical Brownian motion 
found in physics (the path of a particle displaying Brownian motion being an ex­
ample of this type of fractal). Fractional Brownian motions model non-stationary 
stochastic processes, which are characterised by the long-term interdependence of 
their increments. Such processes are often called " 1 / f "  noises, because of their 
1 //^  spectral behaviour.
Using the notation of Voss [60], in two dimensions a fractional Brownian motion, 
Vh {x , y) has stationary increments with a Gaussian distribution whose variance is 
given by
(|Vh(^2 ,?/2) — U/î(a;i,2/i)p) oc \{x2 — xi)^  +  (^ 2  — (3-1)
where the brackets < and > denote averages.
H  controls the complexity of the surface and takes values between 0 and 1. If i f  < |  
then the increments of the fractional Brownian motion, Vh , are negatively corre­
lated and two consecutive displacements along a profile in any direction, and over 
the same horizontal distance, are likely to have opposite signs, i f  =  |  corresponds 
to the case of classical Brownian motion and the increments are independent of 
one another. For if  > |  the increments are positively correlated and the two height 
variations are likely to have the same sign.
if  is related to the fractal dimension, D, of the surface by
D = E + 1 - H ,  (3.2)
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where E  is the dimension of the Euclidean space. Therefore terrain surfaces {E = 2) 
have a fractal dimension given by
D =  3 -  i f . (3.3)
A surface with larger D, smaller if , looks more irregular, with big variations in 
heights. A surface with smaller D, larger if , looks smoother. The resulting surface 
is continuous, non-differentiable, self-affine, and isotropic.
3.2 Random midpoint displacement
Midpoint displacement is a simple and quick way of producing an approximation 
to a fractal surface. It is therefore commonly seen in computer graphics, where its 
use was popularised by Fournier, Fussell, and Carpenter [12]. The idea is to start 
with a triangle or a square — with random heights at its corners — which is then 
subdivided by finding its midpoint. This midpoint is then given the average height 
of its three or four neighbours plus a random displacement. As the scale is reduced 
these displacements are made to scale as expected for a fractal, i.e., at each stage 
tlie scaling factor for the random nmnber is reduced by 1 / 2 ^ .
The square mesh method is implemented here. This method takes two steps to go 
from one grid to another, with half the grid size. The first step finds the elevations 
of the midpoints of the squares. This leaves many points on the new smaller grid 
without heights. The second step finds the elevations of these remaining points 
required to make up the grid. This second step can also be viewed as finding the 
midpoints of the smaller squares that form a lattice at an angle of 45 degrees to the 
original. The two stages are illustrated in figure 3.1.
If the constant of proportionality in (3.1) is chosen to be cr^ , then we must always 
have
{\VH{x2,y2) -  Vff(a;i,yi)p) =  a‘^ \{x2 -  æi)  ^+  (%/2 ~ (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: The Two Stages of Midpoint Displacement.
From this expression it is possible to derive the variance, A^, of the random vari­
able added to the averaged midpoint height at any stage n. The workings are given 
in Appendix A.
(3.5)
The resulting program generates a fractal of N  points in only 0{N )  operations. 
However, once the elevation at a point has been determined, its value is not changed 
in any of the later stages — i.e. at each stage only half the points are determined 
more accurately. This produces a result that is not stationary [31] when H  ^  
This means that the method is not a perfect approximation to fractional Brownian 
motion and the resultant surfaces show visible artifacts in the form of creases that 
do not disappear with more iterations. These artifacts become more visible as H  
approaches 1 and can not be removed by smoothing.
Figure 3.2 shows two examples of surfaces generated with the random midpoint 
displacement method. They both use the same random seed, making it easier to 
see tire effect of increasing the fractal dimension as the surfaces have the same 
basic shape. It is just possible to see the artifacts present in this method, where 
peaks or troughs are visible at regularly-spaced intervals. This is more visible in 
the smoother surface, and the peaks/troughs are points calculated early in the in­
terpolation.
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(a) H  =  0.5 (b)iî = 0.8
Figure 3.2: Random midpoint displacement surfaces.
3.3 Successive random additions
Successive random additions is the same as the method of random midpoint dis­
placement witli the difference that extra increments are added to the height at both 
the new nodes, as before, and also at the existing grid points. In other words a stage 
of the process involves the calculation of tlie average height of the four corners of 
each square, wliich is assigned to tlie midpoint, as before. However, random num­
bers, of variance as given by equation (3.5), are then added to both the midpoint
and each of the four corners rather than just the midpoint.
The result of the additional increments is to improve the approximation to frac­
tional Brownian motion. The visible artifacts present in the random midpoint dis­
placement examples are much reduced. The amormt of computation is also still 
low, increasing as 0{N ). However, as H  approaches 1 the points calculated early 
in tlie procedure are still visible as artifacts.
Figure 3.3 shows two examples of surfaces generated with the successive random 
additions method. As before, they both use the same random seed, making it easier 
to see the effect of increasing the fractal dimension as the surfaces have the same 
basic shape. The artifacts are less visible in this method, and are not visible at all in 
these small examples.
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(a) H  ; 0.5 (b) i? = 0.8
Figure 3.3: Successive random addition surfaces.
3.4 Fast Fourier transform filtering
This method generates a fractal terrain by specifying the spectral density of the sur­
face. Natural terrain is one of a number of physical phenomena that have spectra 
of the form 1 / f ^  over a range of frequencies. Other examples [33] include eco­
nomic time series, fluctuations in solids, and water flows in hydrology. The non- 
stationary nature of fractional Brownian motion means that its spectral density is 
"difficult to interpret" [33]. This is a result of the Fourier transform of the autocorre­
lation function and the moments not being weU-defined. However, the increments 
are assumed to form a stationary random process with 1 //^  spectral behaviour, 
and the properties of these increments can be used to give a weU-defined spec­
tral representation [44]. The spectral density, (f), of an ^-dimensional fractional 
Brownian motion is then found to be controUed by parameter H  [44]:
1^y(f) oc (3.6)f n + 2 H  ’
where f  is an n-dimensional frequency, /  =  |f |, and 0 < H  < 1.
Since aU directions in the a:y-plane are statistically equivalent the spectral density in 
two dimensions wiU only depend on yj  f f  -f- /? , where fi  and f j  are the frequency 
components of f  in the x  and y directions respectively:
1 1Sv{f )  oc oc (3.7)
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Fast Fourier Transform filtering starts with a white noise signal, W,  obtained from 
a random number generator. This noise is then filtered with a transfer fimction 
T(f ), producing an output with the desired spectral density. The spectral density 
of tliis output is
Sv{î )  oc lr(f)pS'iv(f). (3.8)
Since the spectrum of the white noise, (f), is just a constant,
5y(f) oc |T(f)p. (3.9)
Therefore the required transfer fimction is of the form
y2)(iî+l)/2 •
The filtering involves taking the 2 dimensional Fourier transform of the white 
noise. From the Fourier transform of the white noise we calculate the magnitude 
and phase at each pair of frequencies {fi , f j).  These magnitudes are first scaled 
according to equation (3.10) and subsequently, using the same phases, we Fourier 
transform back to obtain the fractal surface.
Voss [60] gives two alternative methods for producing the surface from tire same 
theory. One involves clroosing complex random variables with mean square am­
plitude proportional to 1 / f ^  and random phases. It is also possible to use a straight 
line (noise-less) 1 //^  spectriun and just have random phases. The white noise 
method will be used here.
The resultant surface is produced in 0 { N  log N)  operations and, given the assump­
tion that fractional Brownian motion does have a power spectral density, Üiis is 
the purest metliod of synthesising it. Tlie surfaces are stationary and the artifacts 
shown by the displacement methods are not present. Adding more Fourier coef­
ficients improves the representation of the spectrum and adds more detail to the 
surface. In theory the assumed spectral density shows an infinite power at the 
origin but this problem is side-stepped by setting this value to zero (tlie origin is 
the zero frequency or DC component and hence controls the average height of the 
surface).
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(a) H  =  0.5 (b) i f  =  0.8
Figure 3.4: FFT filtering surfaces.
Figure 3.4 shows two examples of surfaces generated with the Fourier synthesis 
method. As before, they both use the same random seed, making it easier to see the 
effect of increasing the fractal dimension as the surfaces have the same basic shape. 
These surfaces have no visible artifacts as the generating process is stationary.
3.4.1 Anisotropic FFT filtering fractal
Real world fractals often have different fractal dimensions in different directions 
[49]. It would therefore be useful to be able to artificially create such anisotropic 
fractals. Using FFT filtering this can be achieved by manipulating the frequency- 
space Fourier spectrum of the fractal. Since the spectrum is itself a 2D surface, it 
contains directional information. We can therefore give the resultant surface differ­
ent properties in different directions.
To give different fractal dimensions in different directions, we calculate the angle 
made with the axis by the frequency-space point under consideration. The spec­
trum can then be scaled with a transfer function 3.10 with the desired dimension 
for that direction.
The simplest such fractal has given fractal dimension along one axis and another 
along the other axis, with the other directions a linear combination of the two, 
depending on the angle. The resulting skewed spectral density surface is then
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(a) Hx =  0.5, Hy  =  0.9 (Linear Combination  
M ethod)
(b) Hx =  0.5, Hy  =  0.9 (Step Transition 
Method)
Figure 3.5: Anisotropic FFT filtering surfaces.
put through an inverse Fourier transform, as before, to give an anisotropic fractal 
surface.
For a point {fi, f j )  in frequency space, its angle with the axis is
fi0 — arcsin f j (3.11)
To give a fractal surface with dimension Dx ~  S — Hx along the x-axis and Dy = 
S — Hy along die y-axis the transfer fimction Txy is used:
( i - l f l )+ (3.12)
An example of a fractal produced with tliis method is shown in figure 3.5(a). The 
differing fractal dimensions in different directions are not easy to see in these sur­
faces. However, the depth variations are perceptibly less rough in the left-right di­
rection of this example surface. The gradual transition from the one dimension to 
the other will result in the directions in between the two axes displaying in-between 
fractal properties, and this seems to cause an averaging out of the isotropic effect.
In order to create a surface with a more obvious difference in roughness in the two 
directions it is possible to change the transition between the two transfer fimctions 
from a linear combination to a binary one. If the angle the point in question makes 
with one axis is less than 45° then the transfer function for that direction is used.
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Otherwise the other transfer function is used. This produces a step between the 
two spectral density functions.
if 6) < 45 'oc (3.13)
[ (/?+/?)(»»+*>'’ «  » 2  4» •
An example of a fractal surface produced with this method is shown in figure 
3.5(b). With this surface it is easier to see the difference in roughness between the 
two directions. The left-right direction displays less fractal variation than before 
and this results in Imear features in the fractal stretching out in. this direction.
To make the distinction between the two differing roughnesses even more stark, 
the angles between which the two transfer functions are applied can be reduced. 
This means that the fractal behaviour is limited to a smaU range of angles around 
each axis. If ^  is ttiis limiting angle (-0 < 45°) the transfer function is now:-■«“{SS: ::::
A value of 0  = 45° puts no limit on the angles used and is the method becomes 
the same as the previous version (figure 3.5(b)). Surfaces produced with 0  =  35°, 
22.5° and 15° are shown in figures 3.6(a), 3.6(b), and 3.6(c) respectively. Reducing 
0  has the effect of reducing the fractal detail in the directions other than those of 
the axes, and this can be seen as the surfaces show more obvious linear features in 
the direction of the smaller fractal dimension as the rougher profile is stretched out 
of the length of the surface.
In a real world surface the best model to use would depend on which one most 
closely matched the physical processes that created the anisotropic fractal. Two dis­
tinct processes acting in different directions, and perhaps acting at separate times, 
would probably require a model such as the latter two. An isotropic fractal created 
by one process that acted in differing degrees in different directions might be best 
modelled using the first method.
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(a) Hx ~  0.5, Hy  =  0.9, 0  — 35' (b) Hx =  0.5, Hy =  0.9, 0  =  22.5°
(c) Hx =  0.5, Hy — 0.9, ip =  15°
Figure 3.6: Anisotropic FFT filtering surfaces with fractal behaviour over a limited 
range of Angles.
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Chapter 4
Tools for fractal dimension 
calculation
Mandelbrot's fractal geometry models landscapes as statistically self-similar sur­
faces. These surfaces are characterised by iheix fractal dimension, D.
Self-similarity or scaling is central to fractal geometry and gives rise to the simi­
larity or fractal dimension, D. A  D-dimensional self-similar object can be divided 
into N  smaller copies of itself, each scaled down by a factor r =  -^= . Therefore if 
we have a self-similar object of N  parts, scaled by a ratio r  from the whole, tlien its 
fractal dimension is given by
If the scaled objects are not exactly alike, but are instead identical in all statistical 
respects, then the object is said to show statistical self-similarity. This simple re­
lation leads to the popular box-coimting method of fractal dimension calculation 
[23], which counts the number of boxes of different sizes which are required to 
cover a pattern.
The scaling property of fractional Brownian motion however is different from this 
in that the shapes repeat statistically only when the fimction, Vh , and the coordi­
nates X and y are magnified by different amoimts. If the coordinates are magnified 
by a factor r, then Vh  must be magnified by r ^ .  This is called statistical self-affinity, 
where shapes are statistically invariant under transformations that scale different
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coordinates by different amounts. In two dimensions this non-uniform scaling is 
given by
A V  oc A r ^  oc {Ax^ -f A ifr )^ . (4.2)
The concept of fractal dimension can still be applied, and now expresses the rela­
tive amount of detail or random irregularities present at the different scales. How­
ever, measuring the fractal dimension of fractional Brownian motion using self­
similarity properties can lead to ambiguous results, because the association of a 
self-affine fractal with a similarity dimension fixes the scaling between the other­
wise independent coordinates.
There are several other methods of calculating the fractal dimension. Spectral anal­
ysis [40] is based on the assumption that fractional Brownian motion has a power 
spectral density. The spectrum is obtained by a Fourier transform and H  is found 
from the slope of the log-log plot of the spectral density versus the frequency. Other 
methods include multiresolution analysis [29], using wavelets, a maximum likeli­
hood estimator [27] and Pentland's fractional Brownian function approach [40,65].
A fractal surface has a fractal dimension between 2 and 3. The higher the fractal 
dimension the rougher the overall surface looks [40], with values around D — 2.2 
giving surfaces that look Hke natural terrain.
Having a method for accurately calculating the fractal dimension of a given surface 
is a vital part of the surface reconstruction project. The fractal dimension is an 
important characteristic of terrain, which should be conserved by the method of 
reconstruction. It is therefore essential to be able to measure the fractal dimension 
of a given surface. This surface may take the form of an image on a regular grid, 
such as the reconstructed surface, or may sometimes be in the form of irregularly 
spaced data points, for example sub-sampled test images or the actual range data. 
The method of dimension calculation must be able to cope with both situations.
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4.1 Fractal dimension calculation using FFT
The first attempt at fractal dimension calculation is the spectral analysis method. 
This is simple to do since it is like tlie Fourier filtering synthesis method used for 
creating artificial fractals, except applied in reverse. Instead of inputting a value of 
D  and producing a surface as the output, a surface is used as the input and a value 
for the dimension is now the output.
The frequency space representation of the surface is obtained using the fast Fourier 
transform. This gives a grid of complex numbers — a real array and an imaginary 
array — representing the Fourier transform of the terrain. The magnitude of these 
complex numbers is taken, discarding tlie phase information and leaving just one 
frequency space array.
The spectral density has a peak in die centre, at the origin, and falls off as the 
frequency increases in the x  and y directions, hi order to perform a fit with the 
1 //^  spectral density law this must be reduced to a ID spectral density agaüist fre­
quency plot. Tliis is done by simply using die x-y  coordinates to calculate the radial 
distance from the origin for each point on the frequency surface, thus discarding 
any information about directional variations. It is then a simple job of performing 
a least squares fit on these data to obtain a value for the slope.
The spectral density leads to Fourier coefficients of the form given by (3.10). If /  
is the radial frequency with x  and y components f i  and f j  then this is a plot of 
l / ( /^  +  f j ) ^ ^  or versus / .  A log-log plot is therefore a straight line with
a slope, m  = —{H -hi).  The fractal dimension D can then be calculated as
D ~  m-h 4. (4.3)
The first point of this straight line will be heavily influenced by the value of the 
surface at die origin. The spectral density law for a fractal predicts this to be infinity, 
but in practice it is simply the DC component of the signal and depends on the 
average height of the surface. Tliis means that it contains no useful information 
about the fractal nature of the surface, and must be ignored. The first point of die
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one-dimensional spectral density line wÜl therefore be left out of the least squares 
fit to calculate the slope, and hence D.
4.1.1 Reliability of the fractal dim ension calculation using FFT
The first test performed concerned the calculation of the fractal dimension of a frac­
tal that was produced starting from a perfect l//(^+^) spectrum. The calculation 
routine was then expected to produce an exact value for H  (and hence D), with 
any errors being the result of bugs in the code, the finite grid size, or errors in the 
method. Indeed, it was found that even with very small surface patches (8 x 8) the 
dimension was recovered exactly.
The second test involved using noisy fractals, i. e. more realistic data. These are 
fractals that have been produced using the FFT filtering method described in sec­
tion 3.4 — by creating first uncorrelated random noise with the help of a random 
number generator and converting it into a fractal with the desired fractal dimen­
sion by manipulating its spectrum. Table 4.1 contains results produced using frac­
tal surfaces created by this method, of 8 different sizes. For each size 100 different 
surfaces were produced, starting with different uncorrelated noise fields. In this 
test the whole fractal is used, so the spectrum from which the fractal dimension is 
measured is the same size as the one used to create the fractal.
All these fractals have the same fractal dimension, D — 2.2. If a single run gives 
the result Di, its error is given hy ei = Di — D. The mean error in each result, ë, is 
then given by averaging over all available fractals of the same size:
(4.4)
The standard deviation of the distribution of errors, cTg, is given by
"  YÔÔ ^  ~
The maximum and minimum values for Di are also given {Dmin = min  ^Di and 
Tljnax ~  niaXf Di).
In this case the method of generating the fractal and the method of calculating its 
dimension are very similar. They are both based on the assumption that a fractal
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Table 4.1: Fractal Dimension Calculation for fractal surfaces 
of different sizes produced with the FFT method. Statistics 
refer to ensembles of 100 different surfaces of the same size. 
AU surfaces have D = 2.2.
N D ê Dfiiin Dmax
8 2.0592 0.4475 0.3747 0.2240 3.3527
16 2.1637 0.1357 0.1034 1.6903 2.5955
32 2.2049 0.0496 0.0383 2.0327 2.3803
64 2.2003 0.0244 0.0156 2.1357 2.2528
128 2.2005 0.0120 0.0094 2.1623 2.2398
256 2.2001 0.0054 0.0041 2.1810 2.2140
512 2.2005 0.0028 0.0021 2.1913 2.2090
1024 2.1996 0.0014 0.0011 2.1945 2.2030
surface has a spectral density the shape of wliich controls the fractal dimension. 
As a result, it is to be expected that the calculated dimension should be close to the 
real value. Table 4.1 shows tliis to be the case, with image sizes 32 x 32 and above 
producing less than 5% errors and 256 x 256 giving 0.5% error on average. The 
results for sizes up to 512 x 512 also seem to show that the method produces some 
residual systematic error, leading to a sHght over-estimate. However the biggest 
image size shows an under-estimate, suggesting the errors are rather random.
The next test involves checking that the method works just as weU for aU fractal 
dimensions between 2 and 3. Table 4.2 shows the results of using the same method, 
with an image of size 64 x 64, for 100 fractals at each of five different dimensions. 
The results show that the accuracy is constant over the range of dimensions. The 
slight over-estimate is also constant over the range.
Instead of using the whole fractal, hke in the previous tests, the next test involved 
extracting a window of height points from the fractal. The fractal dimension was 
then calculated from tliis smaUer amount of data so that tlie influence of the size of 
the avaUable data in die calculation could be assessed.
Different size windows were used from each of 100 different fractals created with 
the same spectral synthesis method. The fractals were all of size 256 x 256 with 
dimension, D — 2.2.
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Table 4.2: Fractal Dimension Calculation for surfaces of dif­
ferent fractal dimensions produced with the FFT method. 
Statistics refer to ensembles of 100 different surfaces of the 
same D. All surfaces have size N  = 64.
D D e o-e Dmin Dmax
2.1 2.1003 0.0244 0.0156 2.0357 2.1528
2.3 2.3003 0.0244 0.0156 2.2357 2.3528
2.5 2.5003 0.0244 0.0156 2.4357 2.5528
2.7 2.7003 0.0244 0.0156 2.6357 2.7528
2.9 2.9003 0.0244 0.0156 2.8357 2.9528
Table 4.3: Fractal Dimension Calculation using windows of 
various sizes. Statistics refer to ensembles of 100 different 
windows, one From each surface created. All surfaces, pro­
duced with the FFT method, are 256 x 256 in size and have 
D = 2.2.
Window Size D e O-e Dmin Dmax
8 2.6705 0.5640 0.4474 1.4881 4.6445
16 2.2717 0.1557 0.1147 1.7812 2.6428
32 2.2165 0.0778 0.0557 2.0060 2.4341
64 2.1880 0.0428 0.0290 2.0827 2.2969
128 2.1903 0.0269 0.0196 2.1247 2.2851
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Figure 4.1: Spectral density of a successive random additions surface.
The results show that patches of size 8x8 or 16x16 produce very imrehable results. 
We can see that a minimum size of a 32 x 32 patch is needed for a reliable estimate, 
and even then there is a possibility of estimating the fractal dimension to be as low 
as 2.01 or as liigh as 2,43, instead of 2.20.
A more difficult test for the fractal dimension calculation method is to use it on 
other types of fractals, where the generation and calculation techniques are not as 
closely related. The successive random additions method 3.3 is used to generate 
random fractals, whose dimensions are tlien calculated using the same method as 
before, again ignoring the direct component. Tlie results are found to be far less 
accurate than with the Fourier synthesised fractals. A possible reason for this is 
revealed by looking at tlie spectral density plot, which should be a straight line for 
a fractal.
hispection of the spectral density in figure 4.1 shows that the otherwise straight line 
expected of a fractal shows a significant curve towards the higher frequencies. This 
is probably due to the lack of random additions given to the points introduced later 
in the algorithm, which as a result don't scale in quite the right fashion. This leads 
to this visible curve at high frequencies, or at the fine detail level of the surface. 
Given that the fault is with the generation routine, rather than improving the rou­
tine to enable testing, it is decided to perform the test on the straight line section
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Table 4.4: Fractal dimension calculation for fractal surfaces 
of various sizes produced with the successive random addi­
tions method. Statistics refer to ensembles of 100 different 
surfaces of the same size. AU surfaces have D = 2.2.
N D e (Te Dmin Dmax
16 2.5775 0.4661 0.3426 1.1741 3.7600
32 2.3449 0.1732 0.1390 1.9876 2.8610
64 2.2742 0.0865 0.0661 2.1140 2.4756
128 2.2423 0.0554 0.0421 2.0829 2.3669
256 2.2291 0.0444 0.0312 2.1196 2.3215
512 2.2259 0.0454 0.0277 2.1066 2.3109
1024 2.2309 0.0509 0.0265 2.0976 2.3061
of the spectrum, discarding the high frequency points. It is found that the more 
high frequency points that are thrown away the more accurate the results become. 
Using half the points for the calculation is found to be the best compromise, as this 
covers most of the straight line portion of the curve on most examples, without 
losing too much of the data.
The results of the fractal dimension calculation method using the first half of the 
frequency points on each spectrum of different-sized surfaces with D = 2.2 are 
given in table 4.4. These results aU show significant over-estimates. The smaUer 
images give errors of around 20%, falling to 5% for large images. This 5% error 
seems to remain present from N  — 128 upwards, suggesting that it is an intrinsic 
error in the method.
The final test of the fractal dimension calculation method examines the results 
for successive random additions surfaces of different dimensions. Images of size 
128 X 128 are used. Table 4.5 shows that the errors increase as the dimension de­
creases. The method is therefore most reliable on rough surfaces and less so as the 
dimension approaches 2 and the surfaces become smooth. This is not a desirable 
behaviour since it is these surfaces that are the most common in nature and so good 
performance at low values of D is important.
Apart from the high frequency deviation from a straight line the successive random 
additions spectrum shows another unusual feature. Unlike the spectral synthesis
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Table 4.5: Fractal dimension calculation for fractal surfaces 
of various dimensions produced with tlie successive ran­
dom additions method. Statistics refer to ensembles of 100 
different surfaces of the same D. All surfaces have N  = 128.
D D ë (Te Dmin Dmax
2.1 2.1688 0.0726 0.0472 2.0389 2.3064
2.3 2.3345 0.0604 0.0406 2.1666 2.4619
2.5 2.5424 0.0651 0.0399 2.3449 2.6770
2.7 2.7518 0.0630 0.0365 2.5749 2.8684
2.9 2.9430 0.0512 0.0319 2.7932 3.0465
.10 frequency
Figure 4.2: Spectral density of a successive random additions surface.
metliod, where the spectrum is defined to have the right shape, the spectral surface 
is not isotropic. As can be seen in the example given in figure 4.2 tlie surface has 
prominent ridges along the x  and y axes.
Along any particular angle the scaling behaviour is not that expected of a fractal, 
with the directions along the axes showing significantly different behaviour com­
pared to aU other directions. However tlie results show tliat the process of ignoring 
the radial dependence, to give an "average" scaling behaviour, gives values close 
to tliose expected. Nevertlieless, this averaging is based on the asstunption that tlie 
spectrum is isotropic, wliich this spectrum is obviously not.
The ridges along the axes suggest that the spectrum is dominated by a;-direction 
frequency components (/%) — and especially liigher frequency components— where 
the other component, fy  = 0. And similarly fy  values with fx  = 0 also dominate.
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Large high frequency components are found in the Fourier transform when there 
is a sharp feature such as a discontinuity in the real domain. The fact that these fea­
tures are found on the axes in the frequency domain tells us that the discontinuities 
must have orientations parallel to the axes. This means they must be located along 
the edges of the fractal surface. There are discontinuities here because the Fourier 
method requires a surface that stretches to infinity in aU directions. In order to cal­
culate the Fourier transform of a finite surface it is assumed that the given surface 
wraps around repeatedly. Therefore these artifacts are seen in figure 4.2 because 
tliis wrapping around of the surface introduces discontinuities along the edges of 
the surface, which are then detected by the Fourier transform.
These results all involve finding the fractal dimension of a surface sampled with 
a regular grid. However, in practice the data will often be sparse and irregular 
and it is necessary to be able to find the dimension of these surfaces. This would 
cause a problem for this method since the FFT requires a regular grid. Therefore 
the method needs to be modified to cope with irregular grids, or a different method 
must be used.
4.2 Fractal dimension calculation using difference statistics
An alternative method for finding the fractal dimension is to use the difference 
statistics of the surface. Unlike the Fourier transform method, this can be used on 
irregular, sparse data of the sort that is likely to be encountered during a typical 
reconstruction.
This method is based on the equation that defines the relationship between the 
difference in height of a pair of points on a fractal surface and the distance between 
the two points (see equation (3.4)). If A V  is the difference in heights and A x  is the 
distance between two points, then
{AV^) = a ^ \ A x f ^ .  (4.6)
To find the fractal dimension, aU possible pairs of points on the surface are con­
sidered. For a given A x  several values of are found. The average of these
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Figure 4.3: Plot of log [AFj versus log Arc for a fractal surface produced with the 
FFT method.
AV ^  values is computed, to create < AV^ > corresponding to the given Arc. If 
< log \AV^\ > is then plotted against log Arc, equation (4.6) says that these values 
must fall on a straight line with gradient 2H. The fractal dimension can then be 
found using equation (3.3).
The intercept along the vertical axis corresponds to the value of < A > for ] Arc = 
1[, i. e. the variance of the distribution of the difference in height between points 
which are 1 miit in distance apart. If a fractal is stationary tliis variance is 
independent of the fractal dimension that is defined by the slope of the line.
4.2.1 Reliability of the fractal dim ension calculation using difference 
statistics
To test the reliability of calculating the fractal dimension using difference statistics, 
fractal surfaces were generated using the Fourier synthesis method. The difference 
statistics method builds up a histogram for the difference in heights versus the 
difference in distance between two points, and it does this by considering each 
possible pair of points in the image. An example plot of < log \AV\ > versus 
log A x  is shown in figure 4.3.
Due to bomidary effects and tlie fact that the larger distances occur far less fre­
quently tlian the smaller ones — thus having less reliable statistics — the resulting
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plot of < log I AF| > versus log A x  does not always appear as the expected straight 
line for the whole range of distances. For this reason it is decided to calculate the 
plot only up to a distance which is a fraction of the size of the surface. Table 4.6 
shows the results when the fraction of the distances used is varied. Building the 
histogram with distances up to 10% of the size of the surface is found to give the 
best results. This result is Hkely to be different for different fractals, depending on 
over how many distance scales they display fractal behaviour.
Table 4.6: Fractal dimension calculation for fractal surfaces 
produced with the FFT method, varying the fraction of the 
distances used in the difference statistics calculation. Statis­
tics refer to ensembles of 100 different surfaces of size N  =
64 and D — 2.2.
Distance Fraction D e (^ e Djnin Dmax
1.0 2.6163 0.4163 0.0536 2.4670 2.7410
0.7 2.5111 0.3111 0.0625 2.3331 2.6580
0.5 2.4521 0.2521 0.0720 2.2337 2.6149
0.3 2.3868 0.1870 0.0673 2.1885 2.5530
0.1 2.2859 0.0865 0.0340 2.1785 2.3714
Table 4.7 contains the results for 100 fractal surfaces, of 4 different sizes. All the 
fractals have a dimension D = 2.2 and in each case the histogram is formed using 
pairs a maximum distance apart equal to 10% of the image size. The results show 
a consistent and significant overestimate, that does not reduce as the surfaces get 
bigger. The average error also remains around 8%. The only change for the larger 
surface sizes is a slight reduction in the error in the maximum and minimum di­
mension values obtained from the hundred fractals.
Table 4.8 shows the results for 100 fractals at each of 5 different fractal dimensions, 
with all the fractal surfaces having size 64 x 64. These results show the overesti­
mates observed at the lower fractal dimensions give way to significant underesti­
mates at the higher fractal dimensions. The crossover occurs somewhere between 
D =  2.3 and 2.5, with these dimensions being most accurately recovered, with 
average errors around 4%.
The reason for using this method of fractal dimension calculation is to be able to
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Table 4.7: Fractal dimension calculation for fractal surfaces 
of different sizes produced with Üie FFT method. Statistics 
refer to ensembles of 100 different surfaces of the same size. 
AU surfaces have D = 2.2.
N D e (Te Dmin Dmax
32 2.2742 0.0754 0.0437 2.1739 2.3901
64 2.2859 0.0865 0.0340 2.1785 2.3714
128 2.2819 0.0819 0.0314 2.2023 2.3522
256 2.2760 0.0760 0.0297 2.2029 2.3486
Table 4.8: Fractal dimension calculation for surfaces of dif­
ferent fractal dimensions produced with the FFT method. 
Statistics refer to ensembles of 100 different surfaces of the 
same D. AU surfaces have size N  = 64.
D D e Dmin Dmax
2.1 2.2343 0.1343 0,0351 2.1290 2.3230
2.3 2.3433 0.0475 0.0283 2.2396 2.4221
2.5 2.4692 0.0349 0.0250 2.3889 2.5354
2.7 2.5975 0.1025 0.0238 2.5398 2.6580
2.9 2.7145 0.1855 0.0182 2.6778 2.7653
work with irregular, sparse data. In order to test the effect of sparsity, table 4.9 
shows the results for 100 different fractals of dimension D =  2.2, with the cal­
culation performed using only a random subsample of the avaUable points. The 
fraction of points taken in tliis subsample is varied. The results show that the av­
erage error (ë) remains constant down to 30%. At 10% of the points the average 
error increases slightly and the range in which the answers faU (between Dmin and 
Dmax) widens. Both these increase much more when only 1% of the points are 
taken and, although the altered D is coincidentaUy actuaUy better, the individual 
results are less reUable.
The important factor in this calculation is having sufficient points to produce good 
statistics. Therefore it is the absolute ntunber of points that is important. A 64 x 
64 fractal contains 4096 points, so these results suggest that less than aroimd 400 
points leads to imreUable fractal dimension results. For a larger fractal surface the
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percentage value needed would be smaller.
Table 4.9: Fractal dimension calculation for fractal surfaces 
produced with the FFT method, varying the fraction of 
points used in the difference statistics calculation. Statistics 
refer to ensembles of 100 different surfaces of size N  = 64 
and D =  2.2.
Fraction of Points D e f^min Dmax
0.9 2.2858 0.0864 0.0337 2.1770 2.3735
0.7 2.2851 0.0857 0.0334 2.1816 2.3684
0.5 2.2850 0.0858 0.0342 2.1795 2.3744
0.3 2.2848 0.0852 0.0361 2.1858 2.3675
0.1 2.2874 0.0911 0.0439 2.1485 2.4447
0.01 2.2061 0.5315 0.3827 0.7739 3.7346
4.2.2 W indowed difference statistics
The non-linear part of the graph in figure 4.3 is thought to be produced by the fact 
that the largest pair separations only occur a small number of times in each sur­
face. And these small numbers of points lying at the large separation distances 
from the point under consideration lie in a restricted set of directions, rather than 
the full 360° that we get for the smaller separations. In order to remove this effect, 
experiments are done with only a small window out of a larger fractal. However 
the algorithm is allowed to look for pairs outside the window, up to a maximum 
separation of the size of the window. This means that there are now far more ex­
amples of the larger separations, and each point has an equal number of pairing 
points from all directions at each given any distance. Figure 4.4 shows an example 
of a plot of < log |AF| > versus log Aæ produced with this method. Comparing 
this with figure 4.3, it can be seen that the plot now remains linear for most of the 
graph, as expected.
Tables 4.10 and 4.11 contain the results of taking a single surface of a certain fractal 
dimension, and calculating the dimension of the surface inside 100 different, non­
overlapping windows over the fractal. This is repeated for five surfaces of different
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«  0.001
distance betw een points
Figure 4.4: Plot of log \AV\ versus log Aæ for a fractal surface produced witli the 
FFT method, using a 40 x 40 window out of a fractal of size 256 x 256.
dimensions, with table 4.10 giving the results for 20 x  20 windows inside a 256 x  256 
fractal, and table 4.11 giving the results 40 x  40 windows inside a 512 x  512 fractal.
The results show similar average errors to those using difference statistics on the 
whole of a 64 X 64 surface, showing that the same accuracy can now be obtained 
from smaller patches of surface. The results show the same trend of an overesti­
mate at low dimensions, becoming an imderestimate at higher dimensions, as seen 
in tlie previous difference statistics results. However tlie better straight lines ob­
tained here mean that the calculation no longer has to be restricted to maximiun 
separations of 10% of the image size.
Table 4.12 shows the results from the same metliod, but Üiis time with the max­
imiun distance between points restricted to a fraction of the window size. 100 
20 X 20 windows are again used from a single 256 x  256 fractal. The results show a 
further improvement in tlie calculated dimensions as smaller fractions are used for 
the maximum separation. Tliis suggests that the line is still not perfectly straight, 
since we would expect these results would stay the same with a straight line.
Using smaller windows and restricting the maximum separation used both amoimt 
to throwing away information. In a situation where it is critical that the amount of 
data is sufficient to produce reliable statistics, it is important not to throw away too
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Table 4.10: Windowed fractal dimension calculation for a 
surface of each of five different fractal dimensions, produced 
with the FFT method. Statistics refer to ensembles of 100 
different windows of size 20 x 20 on one surface with the 
dimension D. All five surfaces have size N  ~  256.
D D e o-e D-min f-^max
2.1 2.2059 0.1090 0.0719 2.0597 2.4009
2.3 2.3230 0.0693 0.0519 2.1414 2.5306
2.5 2.4647 0.0715 0.0487 2.2689 2.6542
2.7 2.6102 0.0944 0.0591 2.4559 2.7615
2.9 2.7394 0.1606 0.0492 2.6176 2.8507
Table 4.11: Windowed fractal dimension calculation for a 
surface of each of five different firactal dimensions, produced 
with the FFT method. Statistics refer to ensembles of 100 
different windows of size 40 x 40 on one surface with the 
dimension D. AH five surfaces have size N  = 512.
D D e (Te f^min f^max
2.1 2.2098 0.1098 0.0648 2.0999 2.4031
2.3 2.3375 0.0647 0.0421 2.1905 2.5012
2.5 2.4872 0.0493 0.0392 2.3283 2.6075
2.7 2.6368 0.0652 0.0475 2.5053 2.7256
2.9 2.7669 0.1331 0.0357 2.6674 2.8317
much information. For this reason it is decided that the best compromise solution 
for fractal dimension calculation is the windowed calculation method used with 
die maximum possible amount of information. This is when the window is a third 
of the size of the whole surface, located in the centre of the image, with a maximum 
separation of also a third of the size of the whole surface. This means that most of 
the surface is used, except for a small area in the four comers. This setting will be 
used for all subsequent fractal dimension calculations.
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Table 4.12: Windowed fractal dimension calculation for a 
surface of size N  = 256 and fractal dimension D = 2.2, pro­
duced with the FFT method. Statistics refer to ensembles of 
100 different windows of size 20 x 20 on the surface, vary­
ing the maximum distance between the points used m the 
difference statistics calculation, as a fraction of the window 
size.
Distance Fraction D e (Te ^min f^max
1.0 2.2604 0.0797 0.0624 2.1028 2.4659
0.75 2.2556 0.0741 0.0602 2.0961 2.4647
0.5 2.2468 0.0667 0.0545 2.0909 2.4592
0.25 2.2259 0.0525 0.0394 2.0909 2.4179
0.1 2.1699 0.0427 0.0312 2.0678 2.3032
4.3 Anisotropic fractal dimension calculation
Botli the FFT method (section 4.1) and the difference statistics method (section 4.2) 
can produce information on the fractal dimension in different directions. However 
the directional information has previously been discarded as an average is taken 
over all directions to give a single value for the fractal dimension D. By retaining 
the directional information it is possible to calculate the fractal dimension in any 
direction required,
4.3.1 Anisotropic fractal dim ension calculation using FFT
The FFT method takes the fractal surface and produces a spectral density surface 
in frequency space. Hris two dimensional surface contains directional informa­
tion that could be used for Ccdculating D in different directions. However, the ex­
periments in section 4.1.1 show that for a finite-sized sruface the spectral density 
surface can have large artifacts along the axes, due to the discontinuities intro­
duced when the Fourier transform wraps the surface aroimd to form the infinite 
surface it requires. These ridges along the axes, as seen in figure 4.2, overpower 
the directional fractal information and as a result this FFT fractal dimension calcu­
lation method is rmsuitable for use with anisotropic fractals unless these artifacts
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are somehow removed.
4.3.2 Anisotropic fractal dim ension calculation using difference statis­
tics
The difference statistics method works by considering each possible pair of points 
on a surface and compiling the statistics of the relationship between their differ­
ence in height (A V) and their horizontal distance apart (Arc). Whereas previously 
only the length of the line joining the two points was considered, if the angle that 
this line makes with the rc-axis is also measured then we also have directional in­
formation. By creating bins for different angles, several A V  versus Arc plots can 
now be produced, in place of the previous single plot, and a separate value for the 
fractal dimension can be calculated for each different direction. The smaller the an­
gular bins are, the better the directional information is. However making the bins 
smaller wÜl also reduce the amount of data in each, reducing the accuracy of each 
individual plot and hence each value of D, as less points go into its forming and 
the statistics become poorer. It is also possible to define single angles and produce 
plots for only those pairs that He exactly in those directions, for example using just 
the horizontally and vertically separated pairs.
Figure 4.5 takes each of the three methods for creating anisotropic fractals and gen­
erates a surface with =  2.1, Dy = 2.5) and one with {Dx — 2.5, Dy = 2.1) with 
the same seed with each method. The fractal dimension is then measured with 10 
angular bins and the results for each generation method are shown on the same 
graph.
These graphs show that the surfaces do display different fractal properties in dif­
ferent directions and the difference statistics method is capable of measuring the 
anisotropy. Repeating the measurements for many different seeds to the generation 
process, leading to different random fractal surfaces, some examples show larger 
degrees of anisotropy than others, some examples displaying very Httle at all. The 
general trend is as evident in these examples — the first and second methods usu­
ally have similar levels of anisotropy, with the stepped method showing sHghtly 
more difference between the dimension in the two directions. The third method
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Figure 4.5: Fractal dimension measurement of anisotropic FFT filtering surfaces.
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— leaving out directions greater than 'if) away from the axes — displays the most 
isotropy, as expected, with the 0° and 90° peaks getting closest to the input values. 
In contrast the first method — linearly varying the transfer function with the angle
— creates the least anisotropy as the fractal is more of an in-between dimension all 
over rather than distinctly one dimension in one direction and the other dimension 
at right angles to it.
The same arguments about number of points required for a good estimate apply 
here as in the previous examples. Except here the number of bins used further 
reduces the number of points available for each plot. However on the other hand, 
large bins lose a lot of the directional resolution.
Chapter 5
Constrained fractal reconstruction
Having developed the tools we need, we turn our attention now to the main prob­
lem we have to solve, namely that of fractal surface reconstruction. There are two 
major approaches we can take. We either view Üie problem as one tliat requires a 
globally acceptable solution, or we view the problem as one where things must be 
locally as correct as possible, even at tlie expense of some global inconsistencies. 
We shall concentrate here on the first approach.
5.1 Surface reconstruction
Surface reconstruction is an important part of computer vision and has been the 
subject of mucli researcli. A surface interpolation algorithm fills in the gaps in a 
‘dataset with appropriate height values. However, given a set of data points there 
are many possible surfaces that pass through them, in other words the problem 
is imder-constrained. A popular solution is to define surface interpolation as an 
optimisation problem and to maximise the smoothness of the surface, while min­
imising the error in the fit to the data pomts. This is a régularisation method, and 
different choices of the smoothness constraint lead to different reconstructed sur­
faces.
Each possible solution, u (a 2D grid of height values stacked into a column vector), 
to the surface interpolation has a probability, p(u|d). Hiis expresses tlie likelihood
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of this solution, given the data d. This probability is given by Bayes rule
p(u|d) =  (5.1)
The conditional probability, p(d|u), gives the probability of the data to exist given 
that the solution, u, is correct. The prior probability, p(u), is a probability given 
to the set of height assignments u by the prior model. This prior model expresses 
what kind of solution is desired, and in régularisation the prior model is a smooth­
ness constraint. The denominator, p(d), is the prior probability of the data, which 
is a constant.
Given that p(d) is a constant the posterior probability only depends on the two 
other probabilities:
p(u|d) (X p(d|u)p(u) (5.2)
Making the assumption that each of these probabilities is given by an exponential 
to the power of some function, we get:
p(u|d) (X e--G(((u,d)g-Ep(u) (5.3)
OC g~(,®d(u,d)+£:p(u))
The goal is to maximise the posterior probability, p(u|d), in other words, to choose 
the most probable height assignment, given the data. Therefore, we must minimise 
the expression Ed{u, d) +  Ep{u). This is the "'cost function" or the "energy func­
tion". Ed{n, d) is the data compatibility term, and expresses how close the solution 
u is to the data d. £?p(u) is the prior constraint term and contains the prior model. 
In régularisation this term expresses how smooth the solution is.
The various normalisation constants and p{d) are collected together and form the 
"partition function" Z. In addition two new parameters, A and T, both called "tem­
perature" by some people, are also introduced, to allow control of the structure of 
the configmation space.
Thus, p(u|d) can be written as:
p(d|u) =  (5.4)
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where we define:
jE7(u , d) =  (1 — A)h7ri(u, d) +  AjEp(u). (5.5)
We can understand the role of the first temperature parameter T as follows: Con­
sider two different configurations, u i and ug, with energies Ei > B 2 . The proba­
bilities of the two configurations are:
1 1 -E2p(ui|d) = —e T and p(u 2 |d) = —e . (5.6)
T1ÙS gives
^ ( u i |d ) = e - ¥  (5.7)P(U2ld) 
where A F  = Fi — F 2 > 0.
This means that if tlie temperature parameter, T, has a high value, this ratio wül be 
close to 1 i. e. p(ui|d) and p(u 2 |d) will be roughly equal. In other words two very 
different configurations wÜl appear to be almost equally probable. On the other 
hand, a low value of the temperature parameter will make this ratio close to 0, 
which corresponds to p(u2 |d) having a much higher value than p(ui |d). Therefore 
the configuration with tlie lower energy has a much greater probability of exis­
tence. In this way the temperature parameter gives us control of the configuration 
space, and allows us to sharpen it or make it more blrmt accordingly.
This temperature parameter is particularly useful when the minimiun of the energy 
fimction F(u,  d) is sought witli a stochastic optimisation method like simulated 
annealing.
The second "temperature" parameter, A is also sometimes called the Markov pa­
rameter or superparameter. This allows us to control the relative importance given 
to the term that controls faithfuhiess to the data and the model term.
5.2 The faithfulness to the data term of the cost function
Let us assume that the measured height at a certain point (z,j) is given as dij, while 
tlie true height, which we are trying to recover, is Uij. Let us also assume that tlie
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noise in the measurement process is additive, white and Gaussian, and resulted in 
a value Uij being added to uij. We have, therefore:
dij = Uij + riij Tiij — dij — Uij.
Since the noise is white, i. e. uncorrelated, the joint probability of having a par­
ticular combination of noise values in the various grid points for which data is 
available, must be given by:
1p(n) =  ^  e (5.8)
where Gij is the standard deviation of the noise at position («, j) and is a nor­
malising constant. For homogeneous noise, aij is independent of (%, j )  and we may 
simplify the above expression by introducing parameter c =  ^ .  Further, we recog­
nise in (5.8) the posterior probability of the particular combination of data values 
to arise, given the true height values of the points. In other words, p(n) is nothing 
other than p(d|u). It is easy to identify then the J5'd(u, d) term of the cost function 
defined by equation (5.5) as:
Ed{u, d) =  ^  -  UijŸ. (5.9)
i 3
Note that the summation here is only over all the grid points for which measure­
ments are available, not over the whole lattice.
5.3 The prior model term of the cost function
There are a number of possible smoothness constraints [53], implying higher ener­
gies for rougher surfaces. The membrane model is a two-dimensional version of 
the simple elastic string (i. e. a rubber sheet), whose energy is a function of the sur­
face area and thus increases with stretching. This model gives higher probability 
of existence to those configurations that have smaller gradient magnitudes. In a
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discrete lattice the value of the magnitude of the local gradient can be computed as 
the siun of die squares of the local first differences along the two axes.
The term of the cost fimction that corresponds to such a prior model can be written
as:
-Ë^ p(u) — (5.10)
The thm plate model is a two-dimensional version of die elastic beam, whose en­
ergy is a fimction of die surface curvature and therefore increases widi bending. 
In one dimension this reduces to the common cubic spline. This model favours 
configurations that have minimum possible values of the second derivative. In a 
discrete lattice the second derivative of the function at a certain point can be ap­
proximated by die sum of the squares of die local second differences. The term of 
the cost fimction diat corresponds to such a prior model, has the form:
Ep{u) = Ô (5.11)
w
+ 2(if£+i,j+i — Ui j^+i — Ui+ij 4- UijŸ  
+ ('Wij+l “  .
Note that the summation in both equations (5.10) and (5.11) is now over all the 
lattice points, not only over diose for which we have data.
The membrane model requires continuity in the surface only, not in its first (and 
higher) order partial derivatives. This leads to surfaces which display spikes at 
the data points and are usually considered not smooth enough. The thin plate 
model requires continuous first partial derivatives and gives much smoother sur­
faces, sometimes considered too smooth. A combination of these two models gives 
a controUed-continuity spline [54], or a spline imder tension.
This model also allows the introduction of two types of discontinuity to the sur­
face. A depth discontinuity is where the heights are no longer continuous and the
surface is allowed to fracture, and an orientation discontinuity which removes the 
first order derivative continuity and allows the surface to crease. We shall discuss 
next how this can be acliieved.
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Figure 5.1: Dual grid — all the variables are defined at the nodes, except (located
on the vertical lines) and rriij (located on the horizontal lines). Each element k j  has 
the same indices as the node to its left, and each element has the same indices 
as the node above it.
The forms of the prior model expressed by equations (5.10) and (5.11) do not allow 
the preservation of discontinuities in the data. For this reason, in addition to the 
grid of surface depth (u^j), line variables are added {kj  and m^j) to mark depth 
discontinuities and crease variables {uij) to mark orientation discontinuities. The 
crease variables are located at the nodes and the line variables are located on a dual 
grid, as shown in figure 5.3. In aU three cases a value of 1 marks a discontinuity 
at that point and 0 means no discontinuity. For each node (*,i), k j  marks a dis­
continuity in the first derivative of the energy function in the direction parallel to 
the x-axis, located half a grid spacing to the right of the node. Similarly marks 
a discontinuity in the first derivative in the direction parallel to the y-axis, located 
half a grid spacing below the node. A crease discontinuity (n^j) is located at the 
node and represents a discontinuity in the second derivative. Continuity strengths 
and pffj) are defined in terms of k j ,  and in order to 
determine which of the surrounding points are included in the energy equation for 
each point, and with what weight. We define the finite differences and continuity
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strengths as follows
—
u:
Ui+lJ Uij
ZJ+I
X X  _
h 3
,yy
,x „.x ‘‘hiU), -  U‘i_ i j
“  U i^ i J  ^U iJ  +  U i — 1 J
m J+1 -  %  =  «
— Ui+ij.\-i — Uij+i — Ui^ij  4- u1,3
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(5.12)
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e n  =
-  k i )  (5.13)
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~  k i ) ( ^  ~  A - i j ) ( l  -  ni , j )
~  k j ) i ^  ~  ^i,J+l)(l -  ™i,;)(l -  -  ’>ij"i+1.3+l)(l “  »i+lj*^i,j+l)
-  — m jj_i)(l — ri i j )
These are then used to define the most general prior model term of the energy 
fimction, that combines both the tliin plate and membrane models, as well as the 
line and node processes:
E,(u)  =  (5.14)
i,3
where (wi, W2} define the weighting of the different levels of site interaction.
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5.4 Minimising the cost function
The overall energy function can be written as:
(515)
i,3 :>xx{„.xx\2 , r,oxy(^xy\2 , oyy(„,yy\2i
We separate the two sums over indices { i j )  in order to remember that the first sum 
is over all points of the grid we wish to reconstruct and the second sum is only over 
the grid points for which the data is available.
If the surface grids are stacked into column vectors {uj = ui^+j, where N  x  N  is 
the size of the lattice, with (z, j)  starting from (0,0)) this equation can be written in 
matrix form. The data energy, E^ , becomes:
Ed{u, d) =  i ( u  -  d)^Ad(u -  d) (5.16)
where Aj is a diagonal matrix. Vector u — d is of size iV^  x 1. Matrix is iV^  x 
in size. Along its diagonal it has elements equal to c, at the positions which 
correspond to grid points for which data are available. At aU other positions, which 
correspond to grid points for which no data are available, we set the elements to 
0. This is in order to avoid having terms in the cost function equal to the square of 
the unknown variables ui. The inclusion of such terms would mean that we were 
trying to minimise the sum of the squares of our variables, favouring values close 
to 0 and thus imposing an extra smoothing constraint on the solution.
The prior energy Ep in matrix form is:
Ep{^) = (5.17)
Matrix Ap is x in size, with a rather complicated structure. Its elements 
depend on the various P parameters.
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The overall energy E  is a combination of E^ and Ep, with the Markov parameter 
or super parameter controlling the proportions of each:
E{u,  d) =  (1 -  X)Ed{u, d) +  XEp{u). (5.18)
Substituting 5.16 and 5.17 into 5.18 gives:
T?(u, d) = ^(1 — X){u^ — d^)(ylrfU — A^d) +  —u^A^u
= — A)u^AdU — -(1 — A)u^Add + -(1  — A)d^A((U
~ 2 A)d^Arfd +  —u^ApU
— -u ^ ( ( l  — X)Ad +  AAp)u — -(1 — A) [u^Af^d +  d^A^u] 
1
2 2
+ -(1  — A)d A(fd. (5.19)
If we examine the term in the square brackets:
u -drfd =  y  ] Ui '^^{Ad)ijdj 
i  3
Since Ad is diagonal, we have only j  = i and therefore:
^  Aggd =  ^   ^Ui(^Ad)iidi
i
— ^  di[Adf)iiUi
i
= di {Ad ) ij Uj
i  3
= d^ArfU
The term in tlie square brackets in equation (5.19) is therefore 2u^Arfd, giving an 
overall matrix equation:
j0(u, d) =  —u^Au — u^(l — A) A(^d +  s
= iu ^ A u  -  u^b +  s (5.20)
Where we have defined matrix A, constant s and vector b as:
A =  (1 — X)Ad +  AAp 
s ^  “ (1 —A)d^Arfd.
b =  (l-A )A rfd. (5.21)
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Matrix Ap can be calculated by finding the correspondence of the terms of the ma­
trix form of the energy equation (i.e. equation (5.17)) and equation (5.14). The 
details can be found in Appendix B.
This leads to the calculation of the elements of matrix Ap. These are then combined 
with the data terms in A^ to give matrix A, which is then defined as given below. 
Any point (i, j )  on the surface corresponds to the row k =  i N  +  j  in A and b.
o.k,k =  + +  %  + (5.22)
+ Am, (4 ^ 5  + + 4 ^g  +
+ 2 ^ 3  + 2^fi'ij_ i +  2^fJ_i +  2/3g'ij)
T (1 — A)c
- X w i P f j  -  2Aw2 [ p i j  -H P i ^ i j  +  P i j  4-
- X w i P i _ i j  -  2Xw 2 { p i j  4- P f î i j  4- P i - i j - i  4- Æ i j )
- X w i P f  j  -  2Xw 2 4- +  P t j  4-
-  2Xw 2 { 0 i j  +  4- PT-i j -1  +
«fc,A:+yV
0 - k , k - N
(^k ,k + l
Uk,k—1
0-k,k-2N
0>k,k+2N
0>k,k~2
<^ k,k+2
d k , k + N + l
0^k,k-N-l
a k , k + N - l
( ^ k , k - N + l
3.3-«'2AÆ_1
»2A/3g+i
2w2X0i]
2m2AC"i,i-i
2W2\0i]_i
2w2 X 0 ! \ j
6/i =  (1 -  X)cdi j (5.23)
A is therefore a sparse, banded matrix and has at most five elements per row for the 
membrane model (when W2 =  0) and thirteen elements per row for the thin plate 
model (when wi =  0) or for a combination of them both. The number of elements 
in a row decide how many of the points surrounding the point of interest (the point
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in the corresponding row of vector u) are included in the calculation of its energy. 
Hierefore, at the bormdary of the region and at known discontinuities inside the 
region fewer points are included.
As the p  parameters do not depend on the values of the imknown vector u, func­
tion (5.20) is a quadratic with a minimiun energy solution occurring when
■ S ~  = Au — b =  0, (5.24)
i. e. when
Au =  b. (5.25)
The problem therefore is to invert matrix A, which is x for a lattice of size 
N  X N,  in order to solve the equation:
u =  A-^b. (5.26)
Direct methods (such as Gaussian elimination) could be used to solve this, but these 
would change the matrix A by "fill-in", losing its sparseness and order, and pro­
duce prohibitively large storage requirements for the large systems involved. Since 
direct metliods are impractical, an iterative scheme must be used. Possible meüiods 
include relaxation methods (Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and successive over-relaxation) 
and gradient methods (gradient descent, conjugate gradient), with different speeds 
of convergence and degrees of complexity. The speed can be improved by solving 
at multiple levels of differing resolution and by implementing the solver on a par­
allel architecture.
For this implementation Gauss-Seidel is used. Tliis method takes each node in turn 
and minimises the energy equation for that node, assuming tliat all other variables 
are constant. The value of the solution for that node is Üien updated with the new 
value and tlie process is repeated on the next node.
Matrix A is a symmetric matrix and so for node {i,j) the energy fimction can be 
written as:
E{Uij)  =  -aiM+j,iN+julj +  ( 2^ < i^N+j,qN+rUq,r ~ hN+j)Uij  +  COnstaut.
9 .1'
( . q , r ) ^ ( i , j )
(5.27)
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This has a minimum at
biN+j -  12, PS,. (^iN+j,qN+rUq,
O - i N + j j N + j
This method will produce a surface that slowly converges towards the minimum 
energy solution.
5.5 Fractal surface reconstruction using a fractal prior
Normal reconstruction methods do a good job of reconstructing regular, smooth 
surfaces. However they are unsuitable for reconstructing natural terrain because 
the membrane ("rubber sheet") or thin plate prior models do not describe correctly 
the nature of real landscapes. For a set of sparse data points drawn from a natu­
ral terrain, the interpolating surface should not be smooth, but instead it should 
be rough and random-looking. Fractals are useful for modelling this roughness 
and Szeliski [50] modified the surface interpolation methods described above so 
that the reconstructed surface has a fractal nature. This is done by replacing the 
prior model with a "fractal prior" to reflect different prior expectations of how the 
surface will appear in the case of natural terrain.
By taking the Fourier transform of the cost function and applying Rayleigh's theo­
rem, Szeliski showed that a membrane prior has a spectral density of the form
5'mem(f) CX | ^ .  (5.29)
This is in the same form as the spectral density of a fractional Brownian motion 
(3.6), giving i f  =  0 and a fractal dimension D = 3. For the thin plate prior case the 
spectral density is
Stp{i) oc 1^ .  (5.30)
This corresponds to i f  =  1 and a fractal dimension D = 2. These D-values fit in 
with the appearance of the resulting surfaces. The thin plate solutions look very 
smooth, whereas the membrane surfaces are much more space-filling.
The "fractal prior" proposed by Szeliski uses a combination of these two priors 
to form a controlled continuity spline, which allows the reconstruction to produce
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surfaces witli fractal dimensions between 2 and 3. In order to gain better control 
of the power spectrum over a larger range of frequencies, Szeliski performs the 
optimisation at multiple levels, with tlie relative weights given to each of the mem­
brane and thin plate models varying between the different levels. The coarse levels 
provide control of the low frequency shape of the spectrum, while the fine levels 
shape the high frequency end of the spectriun. Although proposing it as a method 
of controlling the dimension, Szeliski does not give a direct relationship between 
the combination weights at the different levels and the fractal dimension.
Arakawa and Krotkov [1, 2] take Szeliski's multiresolution fractal reconstruction 
and attempt to add precise control of tlie fractal dimension. Szeliski varies the 
weights — governing the blend of thin plate and membrane models, that are used 
on each level of the multilevel reconstruction, to give a surface whose fractal di­
mension is shown to be 2.5. Arakawa and Krotkov redefine tliese weights so that 
surfaces with any fractal dimension can be produced. However they find that 
tlie rough, fractal texture is only present at the lower frequencies, resulting in a 
smoother than expected surface. The reason for this is identified as the tempera­
ture parameter T, which tliey hold constant at zero at all levels. The temperature 
controls the variance of the Gaussicin noise added at each stage of the optimisation. 
An attempt is made to empirically calculate the best temperatures to use for each 
fractal dimension by generating fractal surfaces, sub-sampling them, and then re­
constructing them witli different temperatures. Tliis produces reasonable results, 
but tlie temperatures have no meaning in terms of the fractal dimension.
In order to find a relation between the temperature parameter and fractal dimen­
sion Arakawa and Krotkov propose varying tlie temperatures between the levels 
in a way analogous with the "successive random additions" method of generat­
ing fractals [60]. This metliod involves adding random values to the elevations, 
with the variance scaling as the algorithm moves to finer resolutions. Varying the 
temperatures in a similar way between levels of the multiresolution optimisation 
algorithm allows the fractalness to be preserved at higher frequencies and gives 
the temperature parameter a more physical meaning. However this method still 
requires the precomputation of three parameters before the temperatures for the
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different levels can be calculated, although one is claimed to be constant over sur­
faces created by the same generating process, and another is calculated during their 
fractal dimension estimation, which is necessary for a dimension-preserving recon­
struction.
Section 5.1 described the surface interpolation, which uses a single-level Gauss- 
Seidel relaxation algorithm. Section 5.5.1 describes the constrained fractal interpo­
lation using this single-level Gauss-Seidel scheme. This allows the reconstruction 
of surfaces with fractal detail, witii limited control over the amount of roughness, 
but no precise control over the fractal dimension of the reconstructed surface. Sec­
tion 5.7 presents in detail the method of Arakawa and Krotkov.
5.5.1 Producing a constrained fractal
The posterior distribution, p(u|d), of equation (5.1) defines a set of shapes that 
are consistent with the given elevation data (d), but which display random, frac­
tal variations, giving them the appearance of natural terrain. The most probable 
of these shapes is the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimate of the surface we 
wish to reconstruct. This is the minimum energy solution, corresponding to the 
smooth surface reconstruction produced previously. Obtaining a fractal surface 
corresponds to sampling one of these random samples from the posterior distri­
bution. However, calculating the Boltzmann distribution for each node would 
require a summation over aU possible states to obtain the partition function, Z.  
Instead, the Gibbs Sampler [13] algorithm is used. This is an iterative stochastic al­
gorithm where the updating rule is replaced by drawing a sample from the "local" 
Boltzmann (or Gibbs) distribution. By "local" here we mean the Gibbs distribu­
tion where all variables are considered fixed except the variable currently being 
updated. With Gauss-Seidel the new value of u that locally minimises the energy 
is given by (5.28).
If we solve equation (5.28) for
biN+j ~ y   ^ <^ iN+j,qN+rUq^ r — ^iN+j,iN+jU^j (5.31)
Q,r
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and substitute it into equation(5.27) and add and subtract u fJ  we may write
1=  ^0,iN + j4N + j{ui,j -  u f j ) ^  +  c o n s ta n t. (5.32)
This is a quadratic with miiiimum value and a second derivative of aiN^j,iN+j- 
The local Gibbs distribution is therefore
p{uij\u)  oc e x p  - CliN+j4N + j{'^iJ -  2T (5.33)
This is a Gaussian with mean u f j  and variance T/aiM+j,iN+j • Tliis means tliat a con­
strained fractal may be produced by adding some Gaussian noise with this mean 
and variance at each updating step. The temperature T controls how rough the 
reconstructed surface wül appear.
Figure 5.2 shows the data used to test the surface interpolation and fractal gen­
eration functions. There are nine elevation points, with heights between 20 and 
100, and two discontinuities, shown here with negative values to distinguish them 
from die elevation points. Between (8,0) and (8,16) there is a line discontinuity (1=1) 
and between (15,23) and (31,23) it is a crease discontinuity (n=l). Figure 5.3 shows
Figure 5.2: The 9 data points and 2 discontinuities (1=1 along x=8 and n=l along 
y=23)
the results of rmining the program witli {w\, W2 }={0 ,1 }, i. e. a thin plate solution.
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Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) have the temperature parameter T  set to zero and there­
fore show just the surface interpolation with no random components added to the 
nodes. Figure 5.3(c) shows an example of a fractal surface produced after 1000 it­
erations with a temperature T  =  30. It is just an example because every run will 
produce a slightly different surface, with the amount of variation proportional to 
the temperature parameter T.
Figure 5.4 shows the corresponding output using the membrane cost function: 
{wi, W2}={1,0). The membrane converges to a minimum energy solution slightly 
quicker than the thin plate and is more sensitive to the temperature parameter. A 
value of 5 was found to give a reasonable roughness.
It can be seen that the membrane produces a flatter, less smoothly varying surface, 
with the elevation points clearly visible as spikes. The thin plate produces a more 
smooth surface, which is perhaps too smooth.
Figure 5.5(a) shows a Fourier synthesised fractal, of dimension D = 2.2 and size 
64 X 64, which has been sub-sampled so that only 1% of the points are used. These 
points (figure 5.5(b)) are then taken as the data constraints for a fractal surface 
reconstruction. The result after 10000 iterations of the reconstruction are shown in 
figure 5.5(c). This surface was reconstructed using {wi,W2 ,T)  = (1,1,1)- Figure 5.6 
shows another reconstruction, this time for a fractal of dimension D = 2.35. In this 
example we used (wi, W2 ,T) =  (1,1,2).
In both cases the reconstructions look very similar to the originals. The recon­
struction process has filled the gaps in the data with terrain consistent with the 
original fractal dimension, and the difference statistics method gives close results 
for the dimension of both surfaces. However the drawback to these results is that 
the method of determining the parameters for the reconstruction {wi, W2 , T)  has 
more free parameters than just the fractal dimension. These free parameters re­
quire "tuning" to achieve the best result — whereas ideally good results should 
be obtainable by entering just the fractal dimension D. In addition, the very small 
niunber of points sub-sampled from the original are insufficient to accurately cal­
culate the fractal dimension of the original. For a surfaces as small as 64 x 64 a 
higher percentage of the points would be needed, but real world surfaces are likely
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(a) 100 iterations (b) 1000 iterations
(c) Fractal surface, 1000 iterations, T=30
Figure 5.3: Thin plate solutions
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(a) 100 iterations (b) 1000 iterations
(c) Fractal surface, 1000 iterations, T=5
Figure 5.4: Membrane solutions
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(a) Original FFT fractal (b) 1% of points used for reconstruction
(c) Reconstructed surface, 10000 iterations
Figure 5.5: Fractal surface reconstruction, with D = 2.2 and {wi,W2 , T)  =  (1,1,1). 
to be much larger than this, giving better statistics for finding the dimension.
5.6 Multiresolution reconstruction
Single level reconstruction methods are slow to converge and do an imperfect job 
of reproducing the spectrum of the fractal at all scales. Using a multiresolution 
reconstruction method, in place of the simpler single-level, has the potential to 
provide solutions to both Üiese problems.
Szeliski [50] outlines three different multi-level methods: the multigrid method.
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(a) Original FFT fractal (b) 1% of points used for reconstruction
(c) Reconstructed surface, 10000 iterations
Figure 5.6: Fractal surface reconstruction, with D = 2.35 {wi,W2 ,T)  = (1,1,2).
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relative multilevel reconstruction, and hierarchical basis fimctions. The first two of 
these are described in tlie following sections. Both these methods can produce a 
fractal reconstruction tlirough the use of different blending parameters or weights 
{wi and W2) at each of the different resolution levels. At the maximmn resolution 
level {I =  0) the same weights as in the single level method are used. New weights 
are then calculated for the coarser levels, according to the desired fractal dimen­
sion, D. The coarse levels control the low frequency properties of tlie surface, while 
the fine resolution level control the high frequency properties of the surface and its 
fractal spectrum.
As witlr the single level reconstructions, it is fotmd that varying the blend of the 
models used between membrane and thin-plate like this produces a surface with 
fractal properties at lower frequencies, but witli insufficient fine-scale detail. In 
order to add high frequency fractal detail to the reconstruction a controlled amount 
of noise is added to each new height estimate during the Gauss-Seidel relaxation 
using the temperature parameter, T. As with tire blending parameters {wi and W2) 
the amoimt of noise added is varied between the different levels. Larger random 
fluctuations will be added at the coarser levels since these levels control the large- 
scale details, while only small fluctuations are added at the fine resolution levels 
that control the fine-scale detail of tire reconstruction.
5.6.1 M ultigrid reconstruction
Tire simplest is the multigrid method, where the reconstruction is performed first 
on a coarser grid than Üie desired final result. The solution at this level is passed as 
a starting point for a reconstruction at a finer level. This process is continued mitil 
tlie fuU-resolution level is reached. Interpolation is required for mapping the input 
data constraints from tlie the and the solution data between levels and the energy 
equations must be redefined for the new levels.
There are also more complex multigrid methods, where the commimication be­
tween levels in not just a one-way process and the information is passed back-and- 
forth to ensure equal accuracy at aU levels. This approach also allows for tire solu­
tion of the problem at each level to be executed in parallel, whereas in the simpler
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approach the relaxation at each level has to be executed strictly in series. How­
ever in cases where the final, fine-level solution is the only one of interest, and the 
course level data is to be discarded, it is obviously less important to include this 
extra complexity to ensure the accuracy of the coarse solutions.
A fractal of in-between dimension is produced by varying the blend of thin plate 
and membrane models used in the energy equation in each level, as described in 
the previous section.
The spectrum of the resulting fractal is also dependent on the number and size of 
the different levels and the number of iterations performed at each.
An example multigrid reconstruction is shown in figure 5.7. This surface uses 
the data points from figure 5.2 and 5000 iterations at the course level, 2500 at the 
medium and 100 at the fine level.
5.6.2 Relative m ultilevel reconstruction
An alternative multiresolution method uses a relative representation. In this scheme 
each level only contains data relevant to it's own scale, and the solution is the sum 
of the different levels. This means that, as before, the coarsest level contains the 
low frequency, large-scale detail, however the other levels no longer also contain 
this same information, only holding data that is of too high a resolution to be rep­
resented at the coarser levels.
The data compatibility energy is defined on the overall, summed result and the 
prior energy is defined at each of the different levels. The whole system is then 
expressed as one matrix equation which is solved by iteration, producing results 
from each level which, when summed together, give the final surface.
The solution vector u is related to the individual level vectors u/ by an interpolation 
matrix //:
L
u =  ^ / iU / .  (5.34)
(=1
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(a) Course level (b) M edium  level
(c) Fine level solution  
Figure 5.7: Multigrid reconstruction
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Each product J/uj produces a vector of the same size as the solution vector interpo­
lated from the smaller-sized level vectors using the chosen method of interpolation 
(eg. bilinear).
The data compatibility energy is the same as the smgle-level case (5.16):
Ed{u, d) =  i ( u  -  d)^Ad(u -  d)
but each level has its own prior energy:
(5.35)
(5.36)
To combine these individual level energy equations with the overall energy equa­
tion form of the data constraints the u/ vectors are concatenated to form û =  
[uf ...u^] and the interpolation matrices are also similarly concatenated to form 
Î  = [/i.../£,]. A composite prior energy matrix; is formed from the individual ma­
trices Ap defined by (5.36):
Ap —
Al  0 
0 4
0 0
Using these the energy function can be written as:
(5.37)
£(ü) =  Bd(ü,d) +  ^ 4 ( u , )
1 = 1
= ^(7û -  d)^Ad(/ü -  d) -I-
— ^ü^Â û — û^b -f c
(5.38)
(5.39)
where À = AdJ, b =  Add and c is a constant. This is a quadratic; the same 
form as equation (5.20) in the single level solution.
The Ap matrix from the single level reconstruction is used as each Ap submatrix in
(5.37). Szeliski [50] reports that this produces a singular matrix À. To solve this 
problem a small energy term, e is added to each level.
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The magnitudes of the submatrices Ap are also varied across the levels so that tlie 
coarser levels represent the larger features, this is achieved by multiplying the 
submatrices by a factor s~^, where 5 > 1.
Al  = s~‘{Ap +  e) (5.40)
5.7 Controlling the fractal dimension of the reconstruction
The fractal reconstruction metliod controls the roughness of the surface by varying 
the blend of thin plate and membrane models used, and varying the temperature 
parameter T  used when adding noise during tlie optimisation.
Arakawa and Krotkov [1] attempt to link these parameters to the fractal dimension. 
The power spectral density of the blend of tliin plate and membrane prior models is 
derived by Szeliski [50] by taking the Fourier transform of the prior energy, Ep{u). 
If U (f) =  .T’ju} then we can write a new energy frmction, Ep{U) in terms of (7(f).
K i U )  = \ j  |i3p(f)P|C/(f)pdf, (5.41)
where
Wpif )?  =  ^ w ,„ |2 jr fp ’" =  ™i|2jrfp + W2|2jrf|‘‘. (5.42)
m
Since the Fourier transform is a linear operation, if u is a random variable with a 
Gibbs distribution of energy Ep (u) then U (f ) is also a random variable witli a Gibbs 
distribution of energy E'p{U). Therefore, at a given frequency f  the probability 
distribution is
p{U) <x exp (-t|ffp (f)P |!7 (f)P ). (5.43)
In other words (7(f) is a random Gaussian variable with a variance of \Hp{f)\~^
and u is a correlated Gaussian noise, with a spectriun
S(f) =  |% ( f ) |- ^  (5.44)
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Substituting for Hp{f) from (5.42) gives
The general spectral density for a fractal is:
5(f) cx (5.46)
Therefore the membrane term 5 oc |27rf|“  ^ corresponds to Z> =  3.0 and the thin 
plate term 5 cx |27rf has a fractal dimension of D =  2.0.
Szeliski shows experimentally that 5(f) behaves as 5(f) cx |f |“  ^ in the vicinity of 
the frequency /o when
wi = |27r/opîü2, (5.47)
producing a fractal of dimension D = 2.5. Below this frequency the spectral be­
haviour is that of a membrane {D = 3.0) and above it that of a thin plate {D = 2.0). 
Arakawa and Krotkov [1] extend this to produce a general dimension D  by set­
ting 5(/o) = (where fci is a constant) and substituting this into equation
(5.45). This produces a new equation for the blend of the two models:
f6-2D
These are the weights that are used in a single level reconstruction or at the highest 
resolution level of a multilevel scheme. In a multilevel scheme the final reconstruc­
tion is a combination of more than one surface, and its spectrum is therefore the 
combination of the spectra of the individual levels. The desired result is to have an 
overall spectrum of the form 5(f) cx f~^ .  If we set the relationship between the Hp 
values at two adjacent levels I 4-1 and I to be
|ff'+i(f)|2 =  2 -^ |i4 (2 f)p  (5.49)
then the spectrum for the two levels is
s(f) =  if f '+ i( f ) r2 + ff '( f ) i-2
= 2'’ |4 (2 f ) |-2  +  J?'(f)|-2 
« 2 ^ (2 /)-^  + / - ^  
cc
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as required. Combinmg equations (5.42) and (5.49) gives
wj+l|27rfp’" =  2 - '’(»^|27T(2f)p”‘
Therefore the relation between the weights used at adjacent levels is
^1+1 _  (5.50)
As well as varying the weights controlling the blend of thin plate and membrane 
models to use at each level, the roughness of tlie fractal is also controlled by varying 
the temperature parameter T. Szeliski sets this by trial and error, but Arakawa and 
Krotkov use an analogy with the successive random additions metliod of generat­
ing fractals to give a relation between the temperature and the dimension. Again 
this relationship varies over the different levels of the multilevel optimisation.
hi the successive random additions method of generating random fractal surfaces, 
the variance of the noise at level I is given by
=  (5.51)
Therefore the temperature at tlie finest level is set to
T(D)  =  fc2<T^ (l -  2^-2D) (5.52)
where ao is the standard deviation of the elevation distribution and k2 is a constant, 
which is claimed to be dependent on the generation process of the fractal.
The temperatures to be used at the coarser levels are then obtained from the tem­
perature at the previous level using tlie relation
T,{D) =  T;_i(i))2®-^°. (5.53)
Equations (5.48), (5.50), (5.52), and(5.53) now contain five parameters that must be 
input to the reconstruction, in addition to the value of D: /o, the value of W2 at the 
first level, ki, ctq, and /c2 . Some may be set to a fixed value for all surfaces, whilst 
others may vary with the properties of the surface.
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(Tq is defined as the variance of the heights of the fractal surface. This value may 
therefore be simply calculated from the data at the same time when the fractal 
dimension of the is estimated.
A value for ki can be fixed by insisting that the reconstruction is a pure thin plate 
when D = 2.0. The thin plate produces the smoothest reconstructions, which is 
what we want at £> =  2.0. Putting {wi,W2 ) (0,1) and D — 2.0 into equation
(5.48) produces a value for the constant k\ = Equation (5.48) then becomes
wi = (27r)^/J(/^“ ^^ -  W2). (5.54)
A value of W2 must be chosen for the fine-detail level of the reconstruction. wi 
can then be found from (5.54) and the weights at the other levels can be found 
from (5.50). The chosen value of the weights must be such that they never become 
negative at any time, or else the reconstruction does not work. Also, it can be 
seen from the example plot of W2 versus wi for different values of /o in figure 
(5.8), that as the frequency /o  is increased, at values of W2 around 1 tiie value of wi 
changes direction, first rising and then falling back. Since we want to investigate 
the behaviour of the reconstructions at different values of /o , we need the weights 
to behave across the range of frequencies. A value of W2 =  0.1 is therefore chosen 
since the relationship is well-behaved in this region.
The frequency constant /o, in equation (5.48) effects the weights ratio over the range 
of D. Setting /o =  1 produces constant weights at all dimensions. Setting /o > 1 
produces a negative value for wi, which must be a positive value. Therefore, given 
that negative frequencies have no meaning, the valid range for /q is 0 < /o < 1.
In figures 5.9 and 5.10 /o  is set to a different values and the same D — 2.1 surface 
is reconstructed using a 3 level multilevel method, /o is set to fractions of the size 
of the surface, N,  ranging from ^  to ÿ . 10% of the original surface data is used in 
each reconstruction. Table 5.1 shows the fractal dimensions calculated from each 
of the reconstructions, along with the results from three other values of /o , and the 
results for two rougher surfaces.
The fractal dimension plots (figure 5.9) show that the fo = ^  reconstruction gets 
the closest match to the original, with the larger values producing fines increas-
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f =0.1
w.1
Figure 5.8: Plot of W2 versus w\ for /o =0.1-1.0 with D = 2.4.
ingly far away from that of the original data. Looking at the actual reconstructions 
in figure 5.10 fo = ^  also gives the best-looking reconstruction, with the higher 
frequency reconstructions becoming increasingly flat, stiff and smooth. The calcu­
lated dimensions in table 5.1 also tell a similar story, with ^  leading to the 
D value closest to the original value of 2.1. The higher frequencies lead to large 
underestimates of D. The higher values of /o can be seen to produce the same 
smooth reconstructions even for higher dimension surfaces; only /q =  ^  allows 
the reconstruction to become suitably rough as the dimension increases. It is clear 
from these results that fo = or more generally fo = ^ ,  is the frequency that 
gives the best reconstructions.
Now that fo, the value of W2 at the first level, k\, and <tq have been set, the only free 
parameter in the reconstruction is k2 . Arakawa and Krotkov [1] say that this is a 
constant dependent on the generation process of the fractal. If this is true, it would 
be expected that for one generation process, once a suitable value of &2 is found, it 
should produce good reconstructions for all surfaces sharing the same generation 
process, whatever their fractal dimension.
To test this, a large number of 512 x 512 surfaces are generated using the FFT 
method, with dimensions between D = 2.0 and D = 2.7. Starting with 20 different
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Figure 5.9: Fractal dimension plots for a surface reconstruction with D =  2.1, using 
various values of / q.
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(a) Original surface (b) f o  =  1/64
(c) f o  =  16/64 (d) fo =  32/64
(e) fo =  64/64
Figure 5.10: Fractal surface reconstructions with D = 2.1, using various values of 
fo.
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Table 5.1: Fractal dimensions of reconstructions of three different fractal surfaces 
using different values of fo. The original fractal surfaces have D  =  2.1, D = 2.2 
and D — 2.3, iV =  64 and they were produced using the Fourier method.
Value of 64fo
Dcaic{orig) =  2.141 
Dcalc
Dcaic{orig) = 2.203 
Dcalc
Dcaic{orig) = 2.266 
Dcalc
• 1 2.136 2.172 2.303
2 2.133 2.162 2.257
4 2.129 2.150 2.202
8 2.123 2.136 2.159
16 2.108 2.116 2.127
32 2.084 2.089 2.101
64 2.059 2.063 2.080
surfaces at each dimension, each surface is subsampled by 10% and its dimension 
{Dorig) and ctq are found from the retained 10% of the data, using the windowed 
difference statistics method. A reconstruction is then made with these values and 
some constant value of k2 . Finally, the dimension of the resulting surface (Drecon) 
is calculated and this is plotted against Dorig. Figure 5.11 shows the resulting plots 
using values of &2 from 1 to 750.
The results using /c2 =  1 in figure 5.11(a) show the reconstructions have the correct 
dimension for the very smoothest surfaces; around D = 2.1. For higher dimension 
surfaces the plot displays a tight straight line relation between the input dimension 
Dorig and the reconstructed dimension Drecon- However this straight line reveals 
that the reconstructions are slightly smoother than the originals for surfaces above 
D = 2.1 and they become increasingly so as the dimension gets larger. The relation 
eventually becomes a curve at the very highest dimensions, suggesting an inability 
to reconstruct tlie highly random, uncorrelated surfaces with dimensions above 
D = 2.6, at least when using k2 = I.
The results of increasing k2 to a value of 100 can be seen in figure 5.11(b). The plot 
is very similar, with a very slight spreading of the points to give a less tight straight 
line. The point at which the line crosses the Drecon =  Dorig hne can also been seen 
to have increased slightly, to approximately 2.15.
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Figure 5.11: Plots of Drecon against Dorig using 10% of the original data for N  = 512 
and for various values of the constant ’^2 -
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The subsequent higher values of k2 can be seen to continue these two trends. The 
points become more scattered — especially at the lower dimensions — and the 
point at which the curve crosses Brecon = Dorig is raised to a higher dimension. 
The first effect means that the higher values of k2 cause the reconstruction method 
to produce surfaces of widely-varying dimensions for input data with the same 
dimension. The reconstructions also often display much more roughness than the 
original data from which they were reconstructed. The second effect means that 
the method produces a reconstructed surface with the same dimension as the input 
data — a good reconstruction — for a higher value of k2 for input data with higher 
fractal dimensions.
These results suggest that a constant, low value of k2 is suitable for reconstructing 
relatively smooth fractal surfaces with a dimension around D = 2.1. However, in 
order for the method to be able to reconstruct a wide range of surfaces of differing 
dimensions, a varying value of k2 is required.
To this end the plots in figure 5.11 may be used to find an empirical relationship 
between /c2 and Dorig by reading the dimension at which each curve crosses the 
the Brecon = Dorig line. In order to be able to give a value of k2 for any value of 
D, a curve is fit to the points taken from figure 5.11. A fourth order relationship is 
found to give a good curve — figure 5.12 shows the curve found by fitting five of 
the points in figure 5.11. For D = 2.1 and below a constant value of A=2 =  1 is used.
If the reconstruction experiments with the 512 x 512 surfaces, generated using the 
FFT method, is repeated with values of k2 taken from the curve shown in 5.12, we 
get the results shown in 5.13
For higher dimensions this curve displays significantly more scatter that in figure 
5.11(a) — the k = I plot. However the fine is now centred on the Brecon =  Dorig 
line, so the method is producing reconstructions of a roughness closer to that of 
the original data for surfaces up to about D = 2.5 or 2.6, which covers all the 
normal range of naturally occurring fractal terrain. Surfaces above D = 2.5 are still 
reconstructed as too smooth by this method, but such highly random surfaces are 
so noisy and uncorrelated as to be unsuitable for terrain modelling anyway.
Taking the same original surface data we can now see the effect that the percentage
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Figure 5.13: Plot of Drecon against Dorig using 10% of the original data, N  =  512 
and an empirical relation for k2 {D).
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of data kept has on the spread of the points around the central line. Figure 5.14 
shows the results when the proportion of the data used as the starting point for the 
reconstruction is set to 1%, 5%, 15%, and 20%.
Keeping only 1% of the data results in a fairly large spread of the points about the 
central line. The dashed lines in figure 5.14(a) and figure 5.14(b) show where points 
with a 5% error would lie. From this it can be seen that the maximum error in the 
fractal dimension is around 5% when 1% of the data is used for the reconstruc­
tion. Using 5% of the data results in errors of around half the size for the lower 
dimension surfaces, rising to a maximum of 5% for the roughest surfaces.
Increasing the amount of data kept to 15% and 20% produces the plots shown in 
figures 5.14(c) and 5.14(d). The scatter of the points is much reduced as more of the 
original data is kept, and the errors in the dimension of the reconstruction are very 
small for aU of these surfaces below D =  2.5. This is especially so using 20%, where 
the curve makes a very good, tight straight Hne. Above D = 2.5 the reconstructions 
are still consistently too smooth, and the method probably requires a larger value 
of /c2 in this region, should we be interested in reconstructing these sort of fractals 
and not the smoother terrains that we are interested in here.
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Figure 5.14: Plots of Drecon against Dorig using different percentages of the original 
data, N  = 512 and an empirical relation for k2 (D).
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Chapter 6
Study of the robustness of the 
method
The tools for generating fractals developed in chapter 3 and for measuring fractal 
dimensions developed in chapter 4 can now be used to test the quality of the re­
constructions produced by tlie different methods. The simplest test is to generate a 
random fractal surface of a given dimension, then tlirow away most of the points 
and attempt to reconstruct the original from what remains. The advantage of using 
artificial data is Üiat we have total control over what surfaces we attempt to recon­
struct. In particular it is easy to produce surfaces with a wide range of different 
fractal dimensions, whereas it would be hard to find examples for all dimensions 
using real data. However, the fractal reconstruction teclinique is supposed to be 
used for reconstructing natural terrain, and hence the most important test is how 
well it reconstructs real, natural surfaces. Here we will use real data from two dif­
ferent soiurces, sub-sample in different ways, then attempt to reconstruct the origi­
nal surface. A common real world situation would be to have good, dense data in 
one region and very sparse data in an adjoining region. The quality of the recon­
structions in this sort of situation can be tested by keeping aU the data in one area 
and keeping a random subsample over the rest of the surface. This would involve 
the method doing a certain amount of extrapolation of the data, a more difficult 
task than interpolation.
AU the experiments wiU involve calculating the fractal dimension of the surface 
from tire remaüring sub-sampled sparse data using the windowed difference statis­
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tics method of section 4.2.2. The values given by this method will then provide the 
input parameters for the reconstructions. The success of the reconstruction can 
then be determmed by comparing it point-by-point with the original surface, and 
by calculating the fractal properties of the reconstruction and comparing with those 
of the original surface.
The statistics used for comparing the closeness of the reconstruction to the original 
are the Chebychev norm, the mean error, the root mean square (RMS) error, and 
the median of the absolute errors at each point. The Chebychev norm is the maxi­
mum absolute error anywhere on the surface, i. e. the maximum difference found 
between any reconstructed point and its corresponding original value.
6.1 Reconstructing artificial fractals of different dimensions
Six fractals with fractal dimensions between 2.0 and 2.5, and all of size 128 x 128, are 
produced using the FFT filtering method described in section 3.4. In all cases 5% 
of the data points are selected at random for use as the input to the reconstruction 
methods.
The windowed difference statistics method is used to calculate the fractal dimen­
sion, Dcalc of the surface from the 5% of points that are kept. For a 128 x 128 surface 
5% gives 819 points, which leads to a reasonably reliable fractal dimension calcula­
tion. Much less than this and the data points are too few to give enough statistical 
information over enough scales and the estimate of the fractal dimension can be 
very inaccurate.
Table 6.1 shows the results of comparing the original fractals with the reconstructed 
fractals created using multigrid and the relative multilevel methods. A third set 
of reconstructions is performed without the Gauss-Seidel random additions step 
of the multigrid reconstruction. This gives a perfectly smooth reconstruction that 
doesn't look at aU fractal. This reconstruction will be used as a non-fractal compar­
ison, although the method does still use the fractal data to decide the thin plate and 
membrane model blending parameters.
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Table 6.1: Fractal surface reconstructions of surfaces of different 
fractal dimensions produced with the FFT method. 5% of the origi­
nal points are used in eacli reconstruction.
Relative multilevel reconstructions
D Dcalc Drecon ChebychevNorm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
2.0 2.1798 2.1536 1.6159 -0.0282 0.2670 0.1658
2.1 2.2234 2.2079 2.1743 -0.0393 0.3531 0.2182
2.2 2.2763 2.2496 2.6605 -0.0505 0.4395 0.2731
2.3 2.3379 2.2818 3.0986 -0.0626 0.5356 0.3360
2.4 2.4062 2.3192 3.6461 -0.0787 0.6727 0.4251
2.5 2.4780 2.3709 4.4299 -0.1029 0.8844 0.5660
Multigrid reconstructions
D Dcalc Drecon Chebychev Mean RMS Median
Norm Error Error
2.0 2.1798 2.1150 1.6510 -0.0126 0.1865 0.1099
2.1 2.2234 2.1612 2.0663 -0.0169 0.2511 0.1524
2.2 2.2763 2.2084 2.4435 -0.0238 0.3271 0.2042
2.3 2.3379 2.2523 2.8395 -0.0342 0.4250 0.2709
2.4 2.4062 2.3016 3.3377 -0.0480 0.5669 0.3656
2,5 2.4780 2.3646 4.0964 -0.0650 0.7745 0.5026
Smooth multigrid reconstructions
D Dcalc Drecon Chebychev
Norm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
2.0 2.1798 2.0803 1.0378 -0.0158 0.1598 0.0927
2.1 2.2234 2.0961 1.3055 -0.0210 0.2098 0.1236
2.2 2.2763 2.1142 1.6596 -0.0283 0.2788 0.1670
2.3 2.3379 2.1320 2.1203 -0.0385 0.3763 0.2286
2.4 2.4062 2.1462 2.7023 -0.0522 0.5159 0.3227
2.5 2.4780 2.1532 3.4190 -0.0700 0.7139 0.4558
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(a) Original artificial FFT fractal, D=2.2 (b) Relative m ultilevel reconstruction
(c) Multigrid reconstruction (d) Smooth multigrid reconstruction
Figure 6.1: Fractal surface reconstructions using 5% of the original data.
Figure 6.1 shows the original D = 2.2 fractal, along with the three reconstructions. 
Figure 6.1 shows the difference statistics plots using 5% of the original points and 
from the three reconstructions. The gradients of these lines give the fractal dimen­
sions of the surfaces.
The results in section 4 show that, at values close to D = 2.0, the FFT fractals 
had consistently higher calculated fractal dimensions, DcaUf when measured with 
the difference statistics method than the input value of D. This can again be seen 
in these results, with all the Dcaic values below D = 2.4 being significant over-
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Figure 6.2: Fractal dimension calculation using 5% of original points and fractal 
dimension plots for the reconstructions
estimates. It is important therefore to note that the reconstruction tries to recon­
struct a surface of dimension Dcaic rather than D, since the method relies on calcu­
lating the dimension from the sparse data it is given.
Both the fractal reconstruction methods do a good job of producing a surface with 
similar measured fractal dimension. The error Dcaic ~ Drecon for the relative mul­
tiresolution method, rises from a value of 0,03 at D =  2.0 to a large value of 0.11 at 
D =  2.5. And we can see that this method produces over-smooth reconstructions 
at all dimensions here, and especially at D =  2.5. The multigrid method shows 
errors of between 0.06 and 0.11 across the D = 2.0 — 2.5 rcmge, a larger error at 
D = 2.0, but the same at D — 2.5.
Far greater errors in the dimension of the reconstruction are seen in the smooth 
examples, witli an underestimate of 0.10 at D =  2.0 rising to 0.32 at D =  2.5. 
In other words the smooth reconstructions display very little variation in fractal 
dimension, wheüier the initial data is rough or smooth.
Figure 6.1 shows the fractal dimension plots used to generate these results. From
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this plot we can see that the original data display a good straight line at the higher 
scales, but the line becomes more erratic at the smaller scales. This is due to there 
being a relatively small number of points close together, giving more unreliable 
statistics at the small-scale level. However the fractal reconstructions do a good 
job of matching the overall gradient of the Une. The smooth reconstruction also 
matches the gradient at the large-scale end of the plot, but not at the fine-detaü 
end, where the gradient diverges from the others. The figures given in the table are 
calculated from the average gradients, but we can see here that the smooth recon­
struction has the correct dimension at the large scale level — the scale of most of 
the data used — but has a smaller dimension at the fme-scale level. In other words 
it fills in the gaps in the fractal data with a smooth interpolation and the remaining 
fractal characteristic of the smooth reconstructions is just that of the overall shape 
of the sparse data.
On a point-by-point basis, aU the error measures show that the smoother surfaces 
are reconstructed with significantly smaller errors than the rougher ones. The rel­
ative multilevel method gives the worst results by aU these measures. The smooth 
reconstructions give the best results in terms of the RMS error, and the median 
of the errors for aU the surfaces, while the multigrid reconstruction has a slightly 
better mean error.
It can be seen therefore that the smooth multigrid reconstruction performs slightly 
better than the fractal multigrid reconstruction in three out of four of these error 
measures. However figure 6.1 shows that the smooth reconstruction looks very 
different from the original, as seen by its calculated fractal dimension. Comparing 
the surfaces visually, the multigrid method seems to give the best reconstruction, 
by far. If looks are important the multigrid is obviously the winner, and perhaps the 
small but consistent advantage in the mean error is in fact the most significant error 
measure, indicative of the random fractal noise improving the average closeness of 
the interpolated points.
Table 6.2 shows the results of repeating the experiment, but this time keeping 10% 
of the data points. This improves the accuracy of the initial fractal dimension cal­
culation, and leaves smaller gaps for the reconstruction to fill in. Overall the same
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Table 6.2: Fractal surface reconstructions of surfaces of different 
fractal dimensions produced with tlie FFT method. 10% of the orig­
inal points are used in each reconstruction.
Relative multilevel reconstructions
D f^calc f^recon Chebychev
Norm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
2.0 2.2098 2.1771 1.3906 -0.0058 0.2335 0.1448
2.1 2.2559 2.2178 1.6997 -0.0086 0.2930 0.1813
2.2 2.3107 2.2498 2.0503 -0.0124 0.3559 0.2223
2.3 2.3733 2.2811 2.5098 -0.0178 0.4390 0.2764
2.4 2.4412 2.3226 3.2060 -0.0262 0.5693 0.3641
2.5 2.5113 2.3740 4.2413 -0.0396 0.7674 0.4998
Multigrid reconstructions
D Dcalc f^recon Chebychev Mean RMS MedianNorm Error Error
2.0 2.2098 2.1445 0.9728 -0.0025 0.1514 0.0945
2.1 2.2559 2.1896 1.2959 -0.0041 0.2036 0.1287
2.2 2.3107 2.2325 1.6663 -0.0070 0.2680 0.1712
2.3 2.3733 2.2752 2.1386 -0.0112 0.3572 0.2307
2.4 2.4412 2.3258 2.8275 -0.0165 0.4911 0.3202
2.5 2.5113 2.3841 3.7308 -0.0227 0.6868 0.4538
Smooth multigrid reconstructions
D f^calc f^recon Chebychev
Norm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
2.0 2.2098 2.0923 0.6586 -0.0059 0.1146 0.0691
2.1 2.2559 2.1117 0.8660 -0.0083 0.1567 0.0961
2.2 2.3107 2.1332 1.1496 -0.0116 0.2170 0.1344
2.3 2.3733 2.1541 1.5396 -0.0162 0.3048 0.1908
2.4 2.4412 2.1702 2.1180 -0.0223 0.4331 0.2759
2.5 2.5113 2.1775 2.9185 -0.0302 0.6190 0.4002
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basic patterns can be seen across the results; the relative multilevel performs the 
worst all round; the smooth multigrid the best in aU but fractal dimension and 
mean error; and the fractal multigrid again produces the best overall reconstruc­
tions: closest in fractal dimension and with the lowest mean errors.
6.2 Reconstructing a real surface
The next experiments will test how weU the reconstructions work with real world 
data. The first set of real data is a dense, regular grid of depth data for a rock 
surface under the sea bed. It is a region under the North sea and was provided 
by BG Technology. The fact that the data points are dense and regular make it a 
simple task to sub-sample them and to compare how close the reconstruction gets 
to the original data, as in the previous section with the artificial data. A test surface 
of size 128 X 128 is cut from the dense data area (see Figure 6.3(a)) to be used for 
the reconstructions.
Unlike when using artificial data, we can no longer vary the fractal dimension of 
the surface, this is obviously fixed with each piece of real data. The dimension 
will likely also vary across the surface more with real data than with the surfaces 
generated to follow perfectly the statistical definition of a fractal. Real surfaces 
could also have different dimensions at different scales, or perhaps not be fractal at 
all at certain scales.
The first experiment with this set of data again takes a random subsample of the 
data, evenly distributed over the whole surface. The samphng rate is varied from 
0.5% to 40%, and the same error statistics are calculated as before.
Table 6.3 gives the numerical results and figure 6.3 shows the original data and the 
reconstructions. The first thing we notice about the original data is that the sur­
face does not appear very fractal, especially at small scales. Large areas are either 
completely flat, or else extremely smooth. The larger scale detail is however fractal 
in nature and the first effect of this is that when sampling only a small number of 
well-spaced points, the fractal dimension estimate is too high.Thus the 0,5% and
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Table 6.3: Fractal surface reconstructions of real sub-surface data, 
using different percentages of the original points to perform the re­
construction.
Multigrid reconstructions
Sampling
Rate
f^calc f^recon ChebychevNorm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
0.5 2.3528 2.1703 2.7268 -0.1044 0.6684 0.3431
1 2.3710 2.1836 2.0561 0.0162 0.4476 0.2610
5 2.1622 2.0919 1.5754 0.0027 0.1675 0.0700
10 2.2446 2.1422 1.4937 0.0050 0.1604 0.0782
20 2.2275 2.1444 1.0683 0.0035 0.1100 0.0574
40 2.2318 2.1521 0.8544 -0.0004 0.0905 0.0476
Smooth multigrid reconstructions
Sampling f^calc. f^recon Chebychev Mean RMS Median
Rate Norm Error Error
0.5 2.3528 2.0509 3.1897 -0.1192 0.6851 0.2717
1 2.3710 2.0504 1.7386 0.0196 0.3606 0.1811
5 2.1622 2.0811 1.5763 0.0032 0.1564 0.0471
10 2.2446 2.0996 1.5218 0.0036 0.1193 0.0285
20 2.2275 2.1193 1.0925 0.0023 0.0819 0.0170
40 2.2318 2.1329 0.8978 -0.0003 0.0656 0.0117
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(a) Real subsurface data (b) Multigrid reconstruction using 0.5% of 
the data
(c) Multigrid Reconstruction using 5% of the (d) Multigrid Reconstruction using 10% of
data the data
(e) Smooth multigrid Reconstruction using  
0.5% of the data
(f) Smooth multigrid Reconstruction using  
5% of the data
Figure 6.3: Fractal surface reconstructions of real sub-surface data.
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1% reconstructions add far too much small-scale roughness to the surface, and the 
resultant errors are large.
When more data points are kept the dimension measured is smaller and the recon­
structions are better. However the reconstruction method assumes the same fractal 
dimension holds over the whole surface and at all scales, and clearly in this case 
the original data points are not fractal at fine scales. The surface has large, perfectly 
flat regions, with sharp creases. Only a small part in the centre looks truly fractal all 
the way down to the finest scales. Since the fractal reconstruction assumes uniform 
fractal characteristics, it keeps on adding small detail variations where the original 
shows none and as a result, the smooth reconstructions actually look more like Üie 
original here.
The creases in the surface are totally lost from the reconstructions when very few 
data points are kept. As the amoimt of data kept is increased, the creases appear in 
the reconstructions, but they are never as sharp and straight as in the original since 
the smoothness term of tlie reconstruction smoothes them out.
The type of fractal assiuned by the reconstruction is obviously different in character 
to what we have in this example of real data. Using our fractal reconstruction here 
does not produce a result closer to tire original than a non-fractal reconstruction 
technique. To acliieve that we would need to be able to instruct the reconstructed 
surface to be a fractal over only a defined range of scales, rather than all scales as 
we have now, or possibly also to be able to vary the dimension over the surface. 
Another possibility to improve these reconstructions would be to add in crease dis­
continuities. This however would raise the problem of having to locate the creases 
in the sparse data and to somehow extend them into the regions with no data.
Examination of the error surfaces for these results shows that tine errors are only 
significantly better for Üie smooth reconstruction aroimd the flat sections of the 
original data, and it is tliese areas that give rise to the better overall results for the 
smooth reconstruction with these data points. Hie fractal dimension calculation 
also gives an average value over the whole surface, and so tlie fractal reconstruction 
is therefore too smooth in the rough, valley areas and too rough on the perfectly 
flat regions.
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Table 6.4: Fractal surface reconstructions of real USGS terrain data, 
using different percentages of the original points to perform the re­
construction.
Multigrid reconstructions
Sampling
Rate f^calc
f^recon ChebychevNorm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
0.5 2.1148 2.0687 523.2063 -2.7175 155.1344 84.6165
1 1.9877 2.1042 493.0034 -0.8459 93.5179 46.1423
5 2.2807 2.1939 336.9905 1.4040 53.4641 29.9700
10 2.1795 2.1661 275.3535 0.5136 30.1430 14.9202
20 2.2134 2.1796 258.8085 -0.1438 23.6699 13.7959
40 2.1931 2.1768 163.9338 -0.1395 17.0423 9.7620
Smooth multigrid reconstructions
Sampling f^calc f^recon Chebychev Mean RMS Median
Rate Norm Error Error
0,5 2.1148 2.0671 532.0375 -9.2454 153.1331 85.0642
1 1.9877 2.0842 493.0034 -0.8459 93.5179 46.1423
5 2.2807 2.0982 408.6667 1.4253 40.0471 18.4631
10 2.1795 2.1026 277.4659 0.2937 25.4512 10.4000
20 2.2134 2.1112 263.4738 -0.0205 16.9942 7.0869
40 2.1931 2.1070 172.3474 0.0769 12.9628 5.0741
The second example of real data we wiU use is some terrain data taken from the US 
Geological Survey (USGS). A 128 x 128 section of mountainous terrain (from near 
Bülings, Montana) is selected at random and is sub-sampled and reconstructed, as 
before. The original data is shown in figure 6.4(a).
Table 6.4 shows the results of comparing the original surface with the reconstruc­
tions at the different sampling rates. Figure 6.4 shows the original data and three 
examples of tlie reconstructions.
As seen before the extremely low sampling rates produce unreliable fractal dimen­
sion estimates, and while the 0.5% value is quite good here, the value calculated at 
1% is an impossible value, lower than 2.0, the Euclidean dimension of a 2D surface. 
A value o£D = 2.0 is used for this reconstruction.
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(a) Real USGS data (b) Smooth multigrid reconstruction using  
5% of the data
(c) Multigrid Reconstruction using 5% of the (d) Multigrid Reconstruction using 10% of 
data the data
Figure 6.4: Fractal surface reconstructions of real USGS data.
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These data points has a more uniform roughness than the BG data, but still have 
quite a few flat areas, on top of the ridges. The error statistics again show the 
smooth reconstruction giving the smaller errors in most cases, though they are aU 
close and the fractal reconstruction does better for some. The fractal reconstruction 
again matches the fractal dimension of the original more closely in most cases.
From figure 6.4(b) we see that the smooth reconstruction is indeed too smooth in 
appearance, but is otherwise a good, close reconstruction. The 5% fractal recon­
struction suffers from a too high dimension estimate, and is too uniformly noisy. 
The 10% reconstruction is much better however, and looks far more true to the 
original than the other reconstructions. It does however apply the roughness aU 
over the fractal, including the small regions where the original has flat areas. This 
will adversely affect the error measures, even though it is a better reconstruction 
overall.
6.3 Reconstructing a real surface with a mask
The next experiments take the real data and keep aU the points inside a mask, while 
keeping none or only a random sample outside the mask. Mask 1 (figure 6.5(e)) 
attempts to simulate the situation where dense data points are available for one 
region, but only a small number of points are known in an adjoining region. When 
0% of the data points are kept outside the mask, the only points at which heights 
are known lie on four straight lines extending away from the dense data region. 
This could occur if one region is easy and cheap to completely survey, while in the 
other region it is only possible to do a few passes across it. The reconstruction will 
assume that the surface in frie half where it does the reconstructing has the fractal 
properties as those it calculates from the dense region.
Table 6.5 and figure 6.5 show the results using the BG sub-surface data (figure 
6.3(a)). On the left of figure 6.5 are two of the reconstructions, while on the right are 
the corresponding error surfaces. These are calculated by subtracting the height of 
each point on the reconstructed surface from the height of the same point on the 
original.
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(a) Multigrid reconstruction using 0% of the 
data outside the mask
(b) Error surface for the 0% reconstruction
4
h
(c) Multigrid reconstruction using 5% of the 
data outside the mask
(d) Error surface for the 5% reconstruction
(e) Mask 1
Figure 6.5: Fractal surface reconstructions of real sub-surface data, using a mask.
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Table 6.5: Fractal surface reconstructions of real sub-surface data, 
keeping aU points wiihin a masked region (mask 1) and different 
percentages of points outside the mask.
Multigrid reconstructions
Sampling
Rate f^calc
f^recon ChebychevNorm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
0 2.1940 2.1389 5.1944 -0.0989 0.9477 0.3518
0.1 2.1941 2.1388 4.8350 -0.0529 0.8416 0.3355
0.5 2.1940 2.1377 1.9684 -0.1088 0.4437 0.2140
1 2.1939 2.1376 1.7801 -0.0310 0.3465 0.1513
5 2.1948 2.1485 1.3616 -0.0019 0.1745 0.0750
10 2.1950 2.1507 1.3848 0.0053 0.1425 0.0639
20 2.1971 2.1624 1.0916 0.0012 0.1100 0.0614
40 2.1974 2.1711 0.8949 0.0010 0.1047 0.0610
Comparing the figures in table 6.5 with those for the same data in table 6.3, we 
can see that when we keep 0% of the data outside the mask, the errors are similar 
in size to the case when we have only a very small percentage of the data, evenly 
spread over the whole region. This is despite having half the data points in this 
case.
Looking at the reconstructions even the 0% case appears to be a reasonable recon­
struction. The data points along the four straight lines of the mask appear sufficient 
to define the overall shape in this region. However the reconstruction again adds 
data with a uniform roughness, whereas the original shows more localised areas 
of higher fiactal roughness and creasing, interspaced with large flat areas. The 
reconstructions can't recreate this.
Keeping more data outside the mask leads to a better reconstruction, with the 
creases included. However these creases are still not as sharp as in the original 
surface.
Looking at the error surfaces we see the biggest errors occur the furthest away from 
any data points, as we would expect. Where the area with no data is bounded by 
two of the mask hnes, the errors are kept quite small. However where there are no
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Table 6.6: Fractal surface reconstructions of real US terrain data, 
keeping all points within a masked region (mask 1) and using dif­
ferent percentages of points outside the mask.
Multigrid reconstructions
Sampling
Rate
f^calc f^recon Chebychev
Norm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
0 2.1854 2.1768 763.1922 20.7243 194.9586 94.9316
0.1 2.1855 2.1700 659.0296 26.1147 131.6531 81.7670
0.5 2.1859 2.1669 659.0296 26.1147 131.6531 81.7670
1 2.1857 2.1653 517.3035 4.7142 92.5023 42.2523
5 2.1871 2.1714 381.5060 3.5075 43.1043 20.7411
10 2.1889 2.1742 271.1337 2.0363 30.4604 15.3533
20 2.1922 2.1768 256.1135 0.4195 22.1884 12.2236
40 2.1936 2.1783 164.1366 -0.2982 17.1632 9.8828
data points to boimd the reconstruction between a point and the stuface edge, the 
errors are much greater, as the reconstruction is forced to extrapolate rather than 
interpolate. We see in figure 6.5(c) that where the surface continues on in the same 
direction — such as in tlie far corner where extrapolation is required — the errors 
are small. If the surface makes a sudden change of direction — as in the near corner 
— we see a large error, as the extrapolated surface is, on the large scale, Hkely to be 
the minimum energy solution, that with no direction change.
When more data points are kept we see that the errors are more evenly distributed, 
now with peaks aroimd the rougher, creased areas, as before. There are also still 
significant areas of high error near tlie edges where small extrapolations are re­
quired.
Tliis experiment is repeated with the USGS data (figure 6.4(a)). Table 6.6 shows the 
error data, while figiue 6.6 shows two of the reconstructions and their correspond­
ing error surfaces.
The more uniformly fractal nature of this terrain again leads to a better-looking 
reconstructions. However, the original terrain has large valleys rimning parallel to 
the Hnes of data sampHng on the mask. These are large changes in the heights m the
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(a) Multigrid reconstruction using 0% of the 
data outside the mask
(b) Error surface for the 0% reconstruction
(c) Multigrid reconstruction using 5% of the 
data outside the mask
(d) Error surface for the 5% reconstruction
Figure 6.6: Fractal surface reconstructions of real USGS data, using mask 1.
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Table 6.7: Fractal surface reconstructions of real sub-surface data, 
keeping all points within a masked region (mask 2) and different 
percentages of points outside the mask.
Multigrid reconstructions
Sampling
Rate
f^calc f^recon Chebychev
Norm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
0 2.1833 2.1427 3.3806 0.0689 0.8763 0.3301
0.1 2.1834 2.1463 2.7393 0.0305 0.6301 0.2625
0.5 2.1840 2.1514 2.1301 -0.0474 0.3430 0.1374
1 2.1841 2.1510 2.0681 -0.0546 0.3193 0.1086
5 2.1861 2.1520 1.3386 -0.0036 0.1367 0.0442
10 2.1876 2.1525 1.3159 -0.0019 0.1101 0.0357
20 2.1897 2.1538 1.0814 -0.0011 0.0845 0.0321
40 2.1889 2.1554 0.7698 0.0007 0.0711 0.0289
direction perpendicular to the sampling lines and the reconstruction completely 
misses them since it has very limited information m this direction. This leads to 
ridges of large errors on tlae error siuface, where the valleys are flattened out.
We can see that the surface produced when 5% of the data points outside the mask 
are kept has sufficient information to reconstruct the valleys well and its biggest 
errors occur at the edges where small extrapolations are needed.
Finally another mask is created and used in tlie same way with both sets of data. 
Mask 2 is shown in figrue 6.7(e). This mask keeps all tlie data in a central band and 
keeps a few lines of data on both sides, but witli the lines at tlie extreme edges of 
the surface on one side of the central band of dense data. This forces extrapolation 
on one side and guarantees no extrapolation on the other side.
Table 6.7 and figure 6.7 show the results for the BG sub-surface data, and table 6.8 
and figure 6.8 show the results for tlie USGS data.
In boti.1 cases we see the biggest errors where difficult extrapolation is required. The 
areas where three sides are botmded by lines of data display very similar errors to 
those that are bounded on all four sides, the worst errors occurring where only two 
sides are bounded.
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(a) Multigrid reconstruction using 0% of the 
data outside the mask
(b) Error surface for the 0% reconstruction
(c) Multigrid reconstruction using 5% of the 
data outside the mask
(d) Error surface for the 5% reconstruction
(e) Mask 2
Figure 6.7: Fractal surface reconstructions of real sub-surface data, using a mask.
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(a) Multigrid reconstruction using 0% of the 
data outside the mask
(b) Error surface for the 0% reconstruction
(c) Multigrid reconstruction using 5% of the 
data outside the mask
(d) Error surface for the 5% reconstruction
Figure 6.8: Fractal surface reconstructions of real USGS data, using mask 2.
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Table 6.8: Fractal surface reconstructions of real US terrain data, 
keeping all points within a masked region (mask 2) and using dif­
ferent percentages of points outside the mask.
Multigrid reconstructions
Sampling
Rate
f^calc D reco n Chebychev
Norm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
0 2.1811 2.1809 938.7159 13.8037 198.8082 96.1670
0.1 2.1812 2.1792 561.9097 -10.4536 154.4242 86.5510
0.5 2.1813 2.1790 519.6597 -11.0152 108.4368 52.5530
1 2.1815 2.1792 384.7714 2.0868 72.5298 37.5896
5 2.1835 2.1780 445.0278 1.6115 38.1156 16.7670
10 2.1816 2.1779 291.0460 0.3543 25.2960 12.7693
20 2.1832 2.1786 274.9730 0.1046 19.3802 10.2739
40 2.1865 2.1791 162.2347 -0.1276 15.7378 8.6471
The sub-surface data reconstructions again show large errors along the central 
ridge where the original surface is more rough and creased than the rest of the 
terrain. The USGS reconstructions also repeat the fÜling-in of the valleys missed 
by the data points.
Chapter 7
Anisotropic fractal reconstruction
The fractal techniques used so far have all assumed that fractal properties of a sur­
face are tlie same in all directions. However a real-world fractal surface is unlikely 
to be perfectly isotropic, and will often have significantly different fractal prop­
erties in different directions. Chapter 4 describes how we can adapt the fractal 
dimension calculation methods in order to reveal tliis anisotropic nature of a frac­
tal, producing directional information. In this chapter we will attempt to take this 
information and incorporate it into the fractal reconstruction.
7.1 Introducing anisotropy to the fractal reconstruction tech­
nique
The isotropic fractal reconstruction method makes the reconstructed surface into a 
fractal through two teclmiques. These are varying tlie blending parameters, wliich 
control the amount of thin-plate and membrane models to use at each level, and 
varying tlie magnitude of the random noise element added to each update of the 
optimisation. Ideally both would be modified to give different dimensions m dif­
ferent directions. It is not obvious how the adding of noise can be done in an 
anisotropic fashion, however the blending parameters can easily be separated out 
into X and y components to give an anisotropic fractal reconstruction.
We do this by going back to tlie equations for minimising the cost fimction in chap­
ter 5.4. Equation (5.14) gives the prior model term of Üie energy equation, Ep{u).
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The parameters wi and wg define the combination of membrane and thin plate 
models. In order to achieve different combinations in the x  and y directions wi is 
replaced by wix and w\y and W2 by W2x and W2y.
The X direction membrane parameter, wix, acts on the first order x  direction finite 
difference u f j  found in the membrane term of equation (5.14), while the y direction 
membrane parameter, wiy, acts on the corresponding first order y direction finite 
difference u \j.
Similarly for the second thin plate part of the equation, the x  direction thin plate 
parameter, W2x, acts on the second order x  direction finite difference u fj found in 
the thin plate term and the y direction thin plate parameter, W2y, acts on the second 
order y direction finite difference The cross term includes differences in 
both directions and is multiplied by both W2x and W2y. However a cross term of 
W2xW2y means the equation does not reduce to the isotropic equation in the case 
where W2x = '^2y == wg and w\x =  w\y — w\. Therefore a cross term of
is used. Applying these new anisotropic blending parameters to equation (5.14) 
gives a new version of the general prior model term of the energy function:
E ,(n) = + (7.2)
i j
Tliis energy is then used to form the prior matrix Ap using the same method as 
described in chapter 5.4. This leads to a new set of thirteen equations for the non­
zero elements of each row of matrix A, given below.
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(7.4)
For a single level reconstruction the optimisation can now be performed in the 
same way as before. For a multigrid reconstruction the above is used to form the 
matrix at each successive level in turn, and for a relative multiresolution recon­
struction it is used to form the larger matrix including all of the levels.
The blending parameters at each level of the two multilevel methods are also re­
lated in the same way. We replace wi and W2 with wix and wiy and W2x, W2y and 
W2x2y in equations (5.48) and (5.50). At the maximmn resolution level the parame-
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ters are now given by
rQ—2Dx 
j.6 — 2Dy
~ (Wo)^W2g. (7.5)
The parameters at the coarser levels are now found with
,,/+! _  22m,ÿ+2Da;-8 Z^rux ^ ^mx
W.i+l =  (7.6)
The rest of the method is the same as before and gives a fractal reconstruction 
with anisotropic properties. Since the variation of the blending parameters mostly 
controls the large-scale fractal properties and the addition of the controlled noise 
controls the fine-scale fractal detail, we would expect the anisotropy to be more 
evident in the overall shape than in the fine details.
7.2 Anisotropic reconstruction experiments
The first candidate for a test reconstruction is the artificial anisotropic fractal gener­
ation method, described in section 3.4.1. Figure 7.1 shows an example fractal with 
a dimension in the x  direction of Dx = 2.2 and in the y direction of Dy =  2.5. A 
random subsample of the points is taken and reconstructions are performed with 
both the regular multigrid reconstruction method and the anisotropic multigrid re­
construction. The resultant surfaces are compared point by point with the original, 
and the error statistics are calculated. Experiments are run with percentages of 
data between 0.5% and 20% and the results are shown in table 7.1. Drx and Dry are 
the fractal dimensions calculated in the x  and y directions from the reconstructed 
surfaces.
Figure 7.2 shows both reconstructions using 0.5%, 1% and 5% of the original data 
points. From both the statistics and from looking at the pictures we can see that fiie 
anisotropic reconstruction does a better job than the normal isotropic reconstruc­
tion method. This is especially true at the lower percentages of data kept. When
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Figure 7.1: Artificially-generated anisotropic fractal surface, with Dx = 2.2 and
Dy = 2.5
Table 7.1: Isotropic and Anisotropic fractal surface reconstructions 
of an artificially-generated anisotropic fractal wiüi Dx = 2.2 and
Dy = 2.5
Isotropic reconstructions
Sampling
Rate
Drx Dry Chebycliev
Norm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
0.5 2.2037 2.3277 150.5478 1.7328 18.2431 7.2290
1.0 2.1786 2.3302 80.5813 0.8859 10.4072 4.7632
5 2.2231 2.2886 31.0738 -0.1184 4.4981 2.4954
10 2.2397 2.3972 15.8613 0.0004 3.0770 1.8960
20 2.2645 2.3925 11.9837 -0.0095 2.3386 1.4705
Anisotropic reconstructions
Sampling Drx Dry Chebychev Mean RMS Median
Rate Norm Error Error
0.5 2.2201 2.4378 35.7137 0.2407 7.8080 4.7405
1.0 2.2032 2.3925 38.4097 0.3269 6.7447 3.7839
5 2.2349 2.4128 17.0588 -0.1263 3.7958 2.2208
10 2.2573 2.4334 14.2244 -0.0499 2.8438 1.7410
20 2.2697 2.4484 11.2007 -0.0526 2.2145 1.3840
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(a) Isotropic 0.5% reconstruction (b) Anisotropic 0.5% reconstruction
(c) Isotropic 1% reconstruction (d) Anisotropic 1% reconstruction
(e) Isotropic 5% reconstruction (f) Anisotropic 5% reconstruction
Figure 7.2: Fractal surface reconstructions of an artificial anisotropic fractal
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using the lowest number of data points, the anisotropic reconstruction has a maxi­
mum error of nearly five times smaller, the mean error is seven times smaller and 
the root mean squared error is half that of the normal reconstruction.
As the amoimt of data kept is increased, we see that the results get more similar, 
both statistically and visually. Once 10% of the data points are kept, the results are 
basically the same, except for the mean error wliich is now smaller for tlie isotropic 
case. This is to be expected, because once a certain amoimt of the data points are 
kept, any reconstruction has enough information to force the overall shape to be 
anisotropic. Since we are imable to introduce anisotropy at the finest scales, the 
reconstructions are bound to become similar when the data is no longer sparse and 
tlie reconstruction has less freedom in choosing its shape.
The fractal dimensions of the recoi^triicted surfaces illustrate how the normal re­
construction metliod is trying to make an isotropic fractal out of the data. As more 
of the original points are kept, the more anisotropic its result becomes, as tlie data 
points are a bigger proportion of Üie surface.
The second experiment is a repeat of one in section 6.3. It is the one where we take 
the real USGS terrain data, and use the mask designed to force the reconstruction 
to perform an extrapolation (mask 1). Qualitatively this terrain looks ike a good 
candidate for the anisotropic reconstruction because of its prominent ridges. Hiese 
cross tlie surface in one direction and are indicative of an anisotropic fractal, as 
we have seen from creating them artificially. Measuring the dimension of the sur­
face in the x  and y directions we get figures of — 2.40 and Dy = 2.15. The 
anisotropic reconstruction will use these values, while tlie normal metliod will use 
the averaged, overall dimension, as usual. Table 7.2 gives the statistical results for 
both metliods, keeping all data inside the mask and using different percentages of 
data outside tlie mask from 0% to 5%.
Figure 7.3 shows the original data and the mask, as well as both the isotropic and 
anisotropic reconstructions for the 0% and 0.1% cases.
Looking at the error statistics we again see a significant advantage for the anisotropic 
reconstructions, and again the advantage is most striking when the data points are
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Table 7.2: Isotropic and Anisotropic fractal surface reconstructions 
of a section of real USGS data, using maskl
Isotropic reconstructions
Sampling
Rate
Drx Dry Chebychev
Norm
Mean
Error
RMS
Error
Median
0 2.2116 2.1549 922.4751 -21.9694 240.0140 131.3146
0.1 2.2026 2.1586 860.7922 -19.6507 201.3529 112.9799
0.5 2.2053 2.1687 410.8350 -12.1780 110.6185 57.1075
1 2.2047 2.1702 416.0945 -8.5630 84.7408 35.8019
5 2.2147 2.1761 229.0540 -1.8681 34.1927 17.2031
Anisotropic reconstructions
Sampling Drx Dry Chebychev Mean RMS Median
Rate Norm Error Error
0 2.4117 2.1331 588.1182 -28.3218 192.7098 114.6713
0.1 2.4047 2.1379 538.7935 -17.6828 151.5585 95.3513
0.5 2.4069 2.1469 370.4000 -0.3786 93.9495 47.9153
1 2.4065 2.1508 354.4399 -5.2028 72.2930 33.7131
5 2.4168 2.1572 237.0906 -2.5870 33.3532 16.6760
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the most sparse. This trend is present in all the error measures, except for the mean 
error, which is better for one method in some cases and for the other method in 
others. Hie calculated dimensions show that die isotropic reconstruction no longer 
makes the result totally isotropic. This is because half of the surface is fixed and 
so the average dimension will remain a little anisotropic overall even if the recon­
structed section is done in an entirely isotropic way. We can see this in the exam­
ples in the figure 7.3. The areas reconstructed by the isotropic method look entirely 
isotropic, while the anisotropic recostruction can be seen trying to extend the char­
acteristic ridge features. Tliis works fine where the ridges extend indefinitely, but 
fads down where the ridge suddenly stop, as the reconstruction continues them on, 
unless it has data points to ted it otherwise.
Comparing the results witii die real data with diose using the artificial fractal, the 
anisotropic method has less of an advantage with these real data points. Hiis is not 
surprising since the artificial fractal is created to be isotropic over its whole surface 
and at ad scales — the anisotropy is homogeneous — which is die assumption used 
ill diis reconstruction method. Real data is tmlikely to have this property, especiady 
when looking at large scales such as these, where many different natural processes 
have gone to form the shape of the terrain. If we could find real data where only 
one natural process has gone into forming its shape, then the anisotropy might be 
homogeneous. However, this example has anisotropy diat is sufficiently constant 
for this metiiod to produce better results than assuming no anisotropy.
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(a) Real USGS data (b) Mask 1
(c) Isotropic reconstruction using 0% of the 
data outside the mask
(d) Anisotropic reconstruction using 0% of the 
data outside the mask
(e) Isotropic reconstruction using 0.1% of the 
data outside the mask
(f) Anisotropic reconstruction using 0.1% of 
the data outside the mask
Figure 7.3: Fractal surface reconstructions of an artificial anisotropic fractal
Chapter 8
Conclusions and future work
The first task was to produce tools for the creation of fractals of all kinds quickly 
and easily. Three different methods were implemented: random midpoint dis­
placement, successive random additions and FFT filtering. FFT filtering was then 
adapted in a novel way to produce anisotropic fractals, fractals possessing differ­
ent fractal properties in different directions. The random midpoint displacement 
surfaces were foimd to display prominent artifacts — peaks visible at regular inter­
vals where the original starting points were. These made it an undesirable method 
to use. The successive random additions method was also found to occasionally 
suffer from this problem, but to a lesser degree and often not at aU. It is tlierefore a 
better choice for fractal surface generation. However FFT filtering was found to be 
the best method to use, creating the purest fractals the closest to the theoretical def­
inition of a fractal. Although such pure fractals are probably not very common in 
the real world, where fractal behaviour is usually limited to a finite range of scales.
The second piece of work required was a reliable way of calculating the fractal 
dimension of a given stuface. Two methods were used here: a reverse Fourier 
transform, and difference statistics. Each method was extensibly tested using tiie 
surfaces made with the different creation tools. The FFT method was foimd to work 
well, especially witli fractals also created with a Fourier transform. However this 
method can only work for a regular, dense grid of data, not irregularly-sampled 
sparse data points. The difference statistics method does not have this problem, 
and was foimd to give the best results when used on a central window, so that
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all directions and distances were equally represented in the statistics. Finally, this 
difference statistics fractal dimension calculation method was adapted so that the 
directional information is kept and any anisotropy in the fractal can be measured.
Using these tools the method of constrained fractal reconstruction could be tested. 
Simple fractal reconstructions were performed with single-level reconstructions. 
However these were found to give insufficient control over the resultant fractal 
dimension of the reconstructed surface, and are also slow to converge to a so­
lution. Two different multilevel methods — multigrid and relative multilevel — 
were found to speed up the convergence times and to give more control over the 
fractal dimension of the reconstruction. The relative multilevel method, however, 
takes a prohibitively long time to set up, and has very high storage requirements. 
It was found that the sparse matrix storage scheme could be tuned to be quick to 
set up, to take up less memory, or to be quick to solve, but the nature of the relative 
multilevel equations that no scheme could be found to do aU three well at once. 
Therefore it was found that the multigrid is the best compromise in terms of speed, 
storage requirements and versatility.
The multilevel reconstruction methods have a large number of free parameters that 
need to be set — we can^t just specify the dimension and get a reconstruction. How 
to set these parameters was investigated and a method was found that holds for 
all surfaces created by the same generation process. It was found that once the 
method is set up for a particular family of surfaces — done with a single constant 
— then it correctly reconstructs surfaces of the correct dimension, for any surface 
within that same family.
Testing the reconstruction methods on both real and artificially-generated frac­
tal data, it was found that the fractal reconstruction technique produced results 
that looked far more like the original data than non-fractal reconstructions. Our 
multigrid method was found to produce better results than the relative multilevel 
method, both visually and statistically. The multigrid results were also found to be 
at least as good statistically as those produced with a smooth multigrid reconstruc­
tion, with some giving better results, in terms of the mean error over the surface.
Using real data it was found that some sub-surface terrain data from BG Technol­
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ogy could be well reconstructed in areas where the data showed a consistent fractal 
nature. However the reconstructions applied the same fractal properties over the 
whole surface, and thus the reconstruction was less successful in areas where the 
data showed no fractal behaviour at all — flat plateaus. A possible future adap­
tation might be able to apply the random noise only in certain areas of the recon­
struction and so vary the fractal dimension over the surface. A second example 
of real data — the USGS data — was more successfully reconstructed because this 
surface showed a more consistent roughness over the whole surface.
Both sets of real data were also reconstructed using masks, in order to see if tire 
reconstruction performed better in an area of sparse data if this was near to an area 
of dense data. The dense data provided a reliable estimate of the fractal properties, 
assmning again they held constant over the whole surface. The reconstructions 
however didn't show there was any other obvious advantage in having a dense 
area of data nearby, compared to a similarly sparse set of data points without the 
adjacent dense data. These masks also forced the reconstructions to extrapolate 
out beyond the data points, rather than just to interpolate in between them. This 
was foimd to be successful only over small distances and where the direction of the 
surface didn't change dramatically beyond the data points. Possible improvements 
to the extrapolation might include geological information into the prior model to 
decide in what directions the surface is Hkely to go.
These experiments show how important it is to match the prior assumptions that 
go into the reconstruction method to the physical characteristics of the surface be­
ing reconstructed, hi the cases where these assumptions don't match completely, 
the result is a bad reconstruction, or one that only works in a limited section of 
the surface. One such assumption used is that the surfaces are equally rough in all 
directions — that the fractality is isotropic. The USGS data is imperfectly recon­
structed in part because its fractal properties appear quite anisotropic.
Adapting the prior assumptions of the method so that we assume anisotropy re­
sults in a novel technique for reconstructing these sort of fractals. The method is 
imperfect in that all die ways that go into making our reconstructions fractal can 
not be apphed differently in different directions. However enough anisotropy can
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be introduced into the reconstructed surfaces to produce good results when recon­
structing fractals that display significant anisotropy. In such cases — where the 
assumptions match — the reconstructions are significantly better than those pro­
duced with the standard isotropic method. The extrapolation involved in the USGS 
data experiment is also performed better using the anisotropic fractal reconstruc­
tion.
Possible improvements to this method would be to be able to define the dimension 
in all directions, rather than just along the perpendicular axes. Future improve­
ments to tlie overall reconstruction technique could include a way of detecting and 
predicting discontinuities and creases in the surfaces, and thus including them in 
the reconstruction since the method is already capable of this. Parallélisation of the 
optimisation code would lead to the speeding up of the present method, or else 
a better optimisation technique might be used such as those involving wavelets. 
Wavelets offer a possible other way of representing data across differing scales, 
and therefore offer some interesting possibilities for working with fractals.
Appendix A
The random addition to midpoint 
displacement
At the nth stage of the random midpoint displacement process the centre of any 
given square is given a height that is the average of the four surroimding points 
plus a random addition, This random number has a Gaussian distribution with 
a zero mean and a standard deviation wliicli can be derived from (3.4).
If the whole image has a side of length 1, the centre of any square at stage n is
at 1  _ = away along each coordinate from the corner of the2 ^+ 1
square. For simplicity take the corner of the square to be at (0,0). Then we have
Vff(0,0) +  K „ ( r4 r .0 )  +  Vh (o, i )  +  A r )2 - 2 2 4 " +  On-(A.1)
Rearranging,
2 2 2 2 1/^ (0, 0) +2 2
~~+t ) -  yg(0 ,0) +  2 2
2 2 2 2
(A.2)
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Squaring both sides 
2 2 2 2
16
1+ -
2 2
^ « ( 0 ,^ ) - V f f ( 0 ,0 )2 2
V fl(-àr.O )-V H (0 ,0)2—
V „ { ^ , 0 ) - V hM
4* 16 24^
+  Clt
V j / ( 0 , ^ ) - V f f ( 0 , 0 )  2 2
% ( 0 . ^ ) - V f f ( 0 , 0 )2 2
2 ~
+ \a„ + +
2 2
We take the expectation values of both sides and assume that the data is uncorre­
lated, i. e.
i [VH{x i ,y i )  -  VH{x2,y2)][VH{x3,y3) -  VH{x4,yi )])  =
([Vff(a^l,yi) -  VH{x2,y2)]){[VH{x3,y3) ~ VH{x4,y4)]) =  0.
Using equation (3.4) and the above observation we obtain:
2n+l 16 2n-l 2"
H
+ 16 2%-i 2"-1
H
(A.3)
where is the expectation value of a^.
An expression for the variance of the random increment can then be found:
r o 1 #  ^ 2  1 _ 2 r o 1 #4 ^2 2 ^  1 0-2 22 n + l 8 2 (" - i )^ 16 2" — 1
=  ^2 r 1 1 12 uH 2{n-l)H-[-3 2(” "-2)H+4
<T
2nH [1 - 2'nH—nH+H—3  2nH—nH-\-2H~4] •
Hence,
2 n H [1-2 H^ —3 _ ] ■ (A.4)
Appendix B
The matrix form of the energy 
equation.
k
N integer part of —
j  — k - kN N
jV2_i jy2_i
fc=0 1=0
(B.l)
Uij —
^0,0 ^1,0
^0,1 ^1,1
U0,N~1 Ui^N-1
UN~1,0 
UN-1,1 (B.2)
Each column of this matrix uij is stacked into a vector to form
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Uij —
UQfi Uq
UQ,\ Ul
uq n^ - i UN-1
W l,0 UN
Ul,\
k=iN-\-j
-------------- > Uk =
UN+l
Ul^N-1 U2N-1
UN-lfi Un^_N
UN~1,1 Un^-N+1
un- i ,n - \ . _ ‘^ iV -2-1  .
(B,3)
Substituting the finite differences (5.12) and the continuity strengths (5.13) into the 
energy equation (5.15) we have:
^(w) =  +  u \ j  -  2 u i j u i + i j )
ij
+  P f j W i  +  u H , j  -  2 u i j + i U i j )
+  W2/SI] { u f ^ i j  +  4 -  u f _ i j  -  A u i j U i4 . i j  +  2 u i + i j U i - i j  -
4 -  ( ^ i + i j + i  4 -  u j j ^ i  4 -  w f + i j  4 -  u i j  -  2 u i + i j + i U i j 4 - i  -  2 w i + i , j + i W i + i j
- \-2ui - \- i j4. iUij  4 -  2 u i j 4 - iU i4 . i j  — 2 u i j 4 - i U i j  — 2 u i 4 - i j u i j )  
+  W20f^j ( w i j + 1  4 -  4 u l j  +  ulj_-^  -  4 u i j + i u i j  4 -  2 u i j ^ i U i j - i  -  4 u i j U i j - i )
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+  2 w 2 ^ y  +
hj
+ 2 ^ 2 3  ^i+ ij+ i
w:Î.J
+  2 ^ ^  +  2-UJ2A\|] ^f+lji,j
+  +  2w2/3^ ]  f f i
i,j
4" 2'^ S  [^2^y]
+
zj
+  -A Ç  -  4w2Pij ~  4w2^^j
hj
+  ^ A ^  [-2 iü i/3fj. -  4iü2/3fJ -  4 w 2 ^ g
*j
hj
i A ^ [ - 4 . 2 ^ r j
UijUi4-ij
'^i,j'^i,j+l
+
+
-f
+
+
5^1]W
2“^ Ç  [4 ^ 2 /3 3 ] Ui+ij^-iu-ij 
iJ
~ X J 2  [4^ 2/ ? ^ ]  ^ W ^ i+ i , jhj
-A  ^  [2w2^jj] U i j + i U i j - i
h3
As we sum over aU pixels, we can collect the terms that represent identical interac­
tions.
The interactions represented by and ÉÜ1 are all the same and
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can be collected together if the indices are changed so that the they all refer to the 
Uij or interaction. Similarly M  and may be expressed in terms of the
or UijUi4. i j  interaction. And Eni and End may be expressed in terms of the 
UijUij^-i interaction.
or
The remaining four terms are , and Effi. The indices first three are shifted
, andso that aU terms now contain a central Uij term. This gives the new 
terms.
~2  Ç  4- ^ 1 %  d- ^U )2^ i j  4- ‘^ 'W2^ i j + 2 W 2 l3 ^ ^ i j_ i  + ^U )20 i j  + W i p f ^ i j  + W 2 ^ i -1
iyj
+ 2 w 2 P i l l j  +  +  2 W 2 ^ i j _ i  +  W 2 P f j _ i  +  W 2{3 f^ i j  +  U i j
+  5 Ç  -  4wg^g -  4w2^g -  4w 2^gij -  4w2^^_i] n j U i + i j
+  -  ^  '^-2wi/3yj -  4:W2ptj -  ^u)20ij -  Aw2^i^ij -
h3
+  9 [2 w 2 ^ g lj]  U ijU i+ 2 ,j
+
+
h3
[2^2A-dijj UijUi^ij4-i
The coefficient of u jj  is The factor |  is the same in both expressions, so
0-k,k =Xwi p fj  +  /Sfj +
+  Xw2 4 ^ g  +  2/3^ +  4 ^ g  +  j  +  2/3^,
+ 2 C ”i j  +  2 ^ _ :  +  +  ^ü+ i]
If k corresponds to (%, j)  then k =  iN  4- j .  For we then have {i +1) A  +  j  =
iN  -\-j + N  == k + N . So the term that expresses the interactions between (i , j) and
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(î -I- l , i )  is the OA:,fc+iv term. Tliis gives
-  4A ^ 2  + %  J + ,9 3 +
For symmetry, we may wish to express this as tlie interaction between (i — 1, j) and 
(z,i), and ( i J )  and {i +  1, j). The first is expressed by ük,k-N and the second by
ak ,k + N
= -  A^i% . -  2A1.2 J  +
a k ,k - N  =  -  -  2Aw2 P i j  +  P i ^ i j  +
The interaction between vertical neighbours {i,j) and (i, j  +  1) is given by 
=  -2A 7 .i%  -  4A^2
{ iJ)  - ^ i N  -hj  = k 
{i, j  + 1) - ^ i N - \ - j y l  = k + l
For symmetry
aA ,k+i =  -  -  2Aw2
o-k ,k-i =  -  -  2X w 2 +  P i j - i  4- P i j - i  +  P i - i j - i
For the interaction between (i , j) and {i 4- 2, j)
{ iJ)  - ^ i N  + j  ==k 
{i + 2 J )  -> {i + 2)N + j  = k + 2N
= A w 2 / ) g i j  
0‘k ,k -2 N  = A w 2 ^ 5 j
For the interactions between (i, j )  and (i, j  4- 2)
{ iJ)  i N  + j  = k 
{ i , j - ^ 2 ) - ^ i N y j  + 2 = k + 2
A^:,Â:4-2 —^U320fjj^ i 
0‘k ,k -2  —^ U ) 2 0 f j _ i
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For the interactions between (i, j) and (z +  1, j  +  1)
( i J )  ~ ^ i N  + j  = k 
{i 4- 1, d -f 1) -> (z +  1)N + j  -\-l — k + N  -h 1
a k ,k + N + i  = 2 X w 2 p i j  
O'k^ k—N —l  —‘^ X W 2 P i^ i j _ i
For the interactions between {i,j) and (z — 1, j  4-1)
(z, j)  i N  + j  = k
(z — 1, d 4“ 1) (z — 1)N — k - ~ N - \ - l
0>k,k—N + l  ~ ‘^ X W 2 P i_ i j
^k,k-i-N—l  — 4—1
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